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JMU football players 
arrested after fight 
At least 8 people involved in reported assault at SAE 
BY TOM STEINFELDT 
news editor 
Three students were arrested early 
Sunday morning after being reportedly 
involved in a fight at the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon fraternity house. 
Two of the suspects are members of 
the football team, the other a former play- 
er still on an athletic scholarship. 
Juniors Logan O'Neil, Andrew Owen 
and Luke Young were each charged with 
one count of breaking and entering with 
the intent to commit assault and battery, a 
felony, and five counts of assault and bat- 
tery by mob, a misdemeanor. 
I .eft to right Logan O'Neil, Andrew Owen, Luke Young 
Young and Owen have been suspend- 
ed indefinitely from the team, pending the 
investigation. 
Police arrived at the SAE house on 
Walnut Lane near the intersection of 
Cantrell Avenue and Main Street at 
approximately 3:30 a.m. Harrisonburg 
Police Spokesman Kurt Boshart said peo- 
ple were running when police arrived. 
Harrisonburg Police reported that 
eight to 10 people entered the fraternity 
house and assaulted the occupants, five of 
whom were injured. 
After a brief foot pursuit, police appre- 
hended three of the suspects. 
"The three that we arrested were the 
three that we (were able to) apprehend 
when we arrived," Boshart said. 
He said police are still investigating 
other suspects in the incident. 
Boshart said alcohol played a role in 
the incident, but "it wasn't a party atmos- 
see FOOTBALL, page 7 
THE 'BONUS ROUND' 
Every moment counts for musical performer living with AIDS 
BY TARRA HOLMAN 
contributing writer 
The 1998 winner for best 
music and lyrics from the Los 
Angeles Drama Critics Circle 
performed an emotional 
"musical with comment" 
about living with AIDS Mon- 
day night in Wilson Hall. 
In Steve Schalchlin's 
"musical comment," "Life in 
the Bonus Round", he deals 
with several struggles he faces 
as a gay man living with 
AIDS. 
Walking onto the stage as 
the lights were dimmed, the 
tall, slender, healthy-looking 
man spoke very few words, 
and began to play a song on 
the piano. The pieces he per- 
formed represented several 
experiences he encountered 
battling this disease. They 
ranged from envisioning his 
memorial service, his parents' 
influence on his life, false 
hopes and his care-givers who 
pulled him from his misery. 
He spoke about how 
painful it was to get tested. He 








— Steve Schalchlin 
"Life in the Bonus Round" 
.». 
"I feared getting tested," 
Schalchlin said. "I even feared 
treatment once I found out I 
had AIDS." 
Fear not only led him to 
decline treatment, but caused 
him to conceal his illness from 
his family until the first time 
he became deathly ill, he said. 
Originally from Texas, and 
the son of a pastor and nurse, 
Schalchlin said he felt con- 
demned by Christians not 
only because he had AIDS, 
but also because he was gay. 
He did, however, make an 
announcement to the audi- 
ence that he was "not bashing 
Christians in any way." 
Although the music he 
played described the pain in 
his life, the words he spoke 
added humor to the perfor- 
mance, which gave the emo- 
tional audience a hopeful out- 
look. 
He mentioned several 
times to the audience that 
being a care-giver is the most 
important thing one can do 
when dealing with the illness- 
es of others. In fact, he dedi- 
cated a song to all care-givers 
who lend a helping hand to 
the ill 
"Fear is what often kills, 
not the actual disease, so lend- 
ing a hand to someone in need 
makes a difference," Schalch- 
lin said. 
He said the thing that 
upsets him most about AIDS 
is that most of those infected 
are under 25 years of age. 
Schalchlin takes medicine 
five times a day, watches what 
he eats and maintains a low 
cholesterol level. He says the 
medication sometimes can feel 
worse than the disease itself. 
Toward the end of his per- 
formance, he encouraged the 
audience to check out his per- 
sonal Web site, www.bonus- 
round.com. The site contains a 
daily journal of his most cur- 
rent condition and battle with 
AIDS. 
see SPEAKER, page 7 
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Jumpln' Java 
The Artful Dodger and WXJM add 
groove to your grande mochacnino 
Is they stir punk and indie rock into 
your casual cup of joe. Page 23 
Rise to Fame 
Senior Beth Burgess, right, started as a 
sophomore walk-on with the Dukes' soccer 
program. Now she is a tri-captain on the 
team. See her story on page 35 
Police urge^^ 
students to 
lock up  <&'L \«- 
BY LINDSAY MARTI 
staff writer 
The start of the semester has created 
a significant increase of s/tud^{p*-report- 
ed crimes in off-campU'l^fTbusing, 
according to a Harrisonburg Police 
Department spokesperson. 
"The most common problems we 
(HPD) deal with from off-campus 
housing is larcenies and breaking and 
entering from vehicles and apart- 
ments," said Sgt, Kurt Boshart, HPD 
spokesperson. 
According to Capt. D.L. Claytor, 
division commander of criminal inves- 
tigations, students need to take more 
preventive measures because of this 
increase in reported crimes in student 
housing. 
"A lot (of these reports) have to do 
with unlocked doors," Claytor said. 
"The criminal doesn't want to have to 
break things and draw attention to 
themselves. That is why they look for 
entrances that are unlocked." 
He said there would probably be a 
significant decrease in crimes if "peo- 
ple would just lock their doors and 
windows." 
Boshart said, "I think the perception 
from a lot of students (especially those 
from bigger cities) is they are now in 
see OFF-CAMPUS, page 7 
Going for the Gold 
From beach volleyball to weightlifting, mil- 
lions will be tuned in to the Olympic Games 
to find out who will reign as the best ath- 
letes in the world. Pages 20-21 
livuvt.il 
Airborne Innovations 
It's a bird, it's a plane ... A 
top NASA project manager 
describes the future of avia- 
tion. Page 5 
Thursday, September 14, 2000 
DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 14 
Campus Assault Response (CARE) meeting. 6:30 p.m., Taylor 302, 
e-mail Andrea Milo at miloal 
• Yoga Club, 5 p.m., Taylor 302, e-mail 
Kai at safranka 
• Campus Crusade for Christ "Prime- 
—      time" large group meeting, 8 p.m., War- 
f        ren 4th door, contact Shelby at 442- 
1650 
• Planetarium program, 6 and 7 p.m., 
Miller 102 (John C. Wells Planetari- 
um), free, call JMU-STAR 
• JMU Cheerleading tryouts, 7 to 9 
p.m., Godwin gymnasium 
• JMU Bachelor of Individualized 
Studies meeting, noon, Paul 
Street House, call x6824 or 
e-mail adult-degree-program 
• Young Democratic Socialists general meeting, 8 p.m., 
Taylor 311, call Michael or Aaron at 433-6411 
• Deadline for registration of Lower Gauley Hike/Raft Trip 
on Sept. 16 & 17, register at UREC 
• Campus Crusade for Christ "Primetime" large group meet- 
ing, 8 p.m., Warren 4th floor, contact Shelby at 442-1650 
• Elkton Horse Show, 10:30 a.m. morning show, 5:30 p.m. 
evening show, Blue Ridge Park in Elkton, $3 per person, 
food and drinks available, sponsored by Elkton Historical 
Society, proceeds will help furnish and provide museum 
items for the Miller-Kite House (Stonewall Jackson's 
headquarters) in Elkton 
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Richard at The Breeze 
at saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact info, etc.) 





Officers responded to a fight in 
progress call Sept. 9 at 2:05 a.m. in 
an on-campus residence hall. The 
roommates had apparently settled 
their dispute upon arrival of the 
officers. 
Officers had to return 20 minutes 
later when one roommate reportedly 
continued to be disruptive. One of 
the subjects was transported 
temporarily to another residence 
hall. 
In other matters, campus police 
report the following: 
Alcohol Poisoning 
• A JMU student was transported 
from White Hall to Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital and treated for 
alcohol poisoning Sept. 10 at 11:50 
p.m. 
Driving Under the Influence 
• Non-student Jose A. Colon- 
Perez, 24, was charged with driving 
under the influence Sept. 9 at 1:40 
a.m. in front of the fire station on 
Maryland Avenue. 
The subject was reportedly 
driving through campus harassing 
females. 
A DMV check revealed that the 
subject's license was revoked due 
to previous alcohol-related offenses. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unknown persons reportedly 
entered an unsecured locker in 
UREC and removed a book titled, 
"The Boston Celtics, The first 50 
years" Sept. 8 between 1:30 and 
1:55 p.m. 
• A black and silver bike valued at 
$175 was reportedly stolen from the 
Huffman Hall bike rack between 
Aug. 23 and Sept. 9. 
The bike had been secured with 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
How to place a classified: 
Come to The Breeze office week- 
days between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10 
words, $2 for each additional 10 
words; boxed classified, $10 per 
column inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday for 
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for 
Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in 
advance in The Breeze office. 
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"It takes away some of the priv- 
ilege the upperclassmen have." 
RACHELLE THOMPSON 
sophomore 
SEE PAGE 5 
JMU provides land mine information 
BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI 
contributing writer 
JMU's Mine Action Information Center 
(MAIC) is one of the nation's top 
providers of knowledge about land mine 
clearance, awareness and assistance. 
"We could be considered the 'land 
mine yellow pages,'" Joe Lokey, the MAIC 
deputy director said. "MAIC is the clear- 
inghouse, the switchboard for mine 
awareness information." 
The center cultivates students and 
faculty from various disciplines to 
help in research and dissemination of 
information. 
Graduate student Katie Shepherd has 
worked on mine action efforts at JMU 
since 1998. 
Two years ago, Shepherd helped devel- 
op educational materials to teach children 
about the dangers of antipersonnel land 
mines. 
This summer, she traveled to Thailand 
to gather firsthand knowledge of land 
mines and their effects. 
Lokey readily approved Shepherd's 
idea to combine her studies in Technical 
and Scientific Communications with an 
internship with Thailand's Mine Action 
Center (TMAC). MAIC sponsored Shep- 
herd's trip, where she worked as a consul- 
tant for the center, Lokey said. 
Much of the mine awareness informa- 
tion MAIC provides must be obtained 
through actual field research in areas 
where land mines pose the greatest prob- 
lems. 
Stationed in Bangkok, Shepherd 
worked closely with TMAC's senior tech- 
nical advisor and traveled to several train- 
ing facilities where Thai personnel learned 
how to carry out de-mining operations. 
While observing and gathering informa- 
tion for MAIC and TMAC, Shepherd 
learned about their information manage- 
ment database, and about de-mining and 
mine awareness. 
She also traveled to the Thai-Cambodi- 
an border, the site of the first U.S.-Thai 
partnership in de-mining operations in 
Thailand. Thirty years ago, fighting 
between the Cambodian government and 
internal resistance groups left the boarder 
riddled with deadly land mines. 
"The biggest problem is they [the 
mines] are in agricultural land, which pre- 
vents farming, a major source of income 
for the Thai people," Shepherd said. 
Land mines pepper all four of Thai- 
land's boarders, hindering border cross- 
ing. "The government's goal is to make 
the borders mine-free for future com- 
merce and to promote the tourist indus- 
try," she said. 
MAIC helps coordinate efforts of vari- 
ous governmental and non-governmental 
organizations and universities to address 
the global problem of antipersonnel land 
mines, Lokey said. MAIC deals with the 
entire spectrum of humanitarian de-min- 
ing, from promoting mine awareness to 
victim assistance. 
Lokey said the MAIC's ultimate objec- 
tive   is    to   enable    its   Web    site 
PHOTO COURTESY OF KATIE SHEPHERD 
Two villagers work in a field near land mines on the Thai-Cambodian border. 
(www.hdic.jmu.edu) to answer the wide 
range of mine-related inquires posed each 
day. To reach its goal, MAIC and its staff 
employ the expertise of 40 to 50 JMU stu- 
dents and 20 faculty members in building 
new and better information sources and 
refining its informational framework. 
JMU's association with mine action 
information dates back to June 1996, when 
a partnership was established between 
IMU and the Department of Defense. 
Their intention was to develop an on-cam- 
pus humanitarian de-mining information 
center. 
JMU Chancellor Ronald Carrier and 
former CISAT Dean Jackson Ramsey 
approached the Department of Defense 
about starting a mine action program at 
JMU. A pilot project run in 1996 pleased 
the department which decided to main- 
tain the center. 
"Really it was Dr. Carrier's vision in 
1996 that got this thing going," Lokey 
said. He also said Sen. John Warner (R-Va) 
assisted in starting the program. 
In 1997, JMU's partnership with the 
Department of Defense was strengthened 
when the undersecretary of defense made 
JMU the clearing house for humanitarian 
see MAIC, page 11 
Class Council voting results 
BY TOM STEINFELDT 
news editor 
The Student Government Association tried to work the 
campus into a voting mood this Tuesday, holding their 
minor elections on the commons. 
Positions for class council and college senators were up 
for grabs, as students swiped their JAC cards and bubbled 
in their selections. 
Sixteen class council members and 21 senators represent- 
ing four of the five colleges claimed victory. 
"The turnout has been stronger in other years," 
Minor Elections Chair Marie Lyons said. "But I think 
that is because we had a greater competition in class 
i JAMES   MADISON   UNIVERSITY £> STUDENT 
rrr GOVERNMENT 
111 ASSOCIATION 
TO SERVE.   INFORM.   EDUCATE,  AND REPRESENT 
council last year." 
Lyons said more freshman candidates ran this year than 
in the past, but fewer upperclassmen were on the ballots. 
The freshman class had five presidential candidates, 
three for vice president, two for secretary and one for trea- 
surer. Only four of the 12 sophomore, junior and senior 
class council races were contested. 
Winners in the senior class are Jaysri Nair, president; 
Kevin Duffan, vice president; Saiba Kamal, secretary; and 
Andy Oh, treasurer. 
Juniors: Bryan Mabry, president; Jenn Weiss, vice 
president; Darcy Langlais, secretary; Camp Rosenberger, 
treasurer. 
Sophomores: Lyndsey Walther-Thomas, president; Con- 
nie Maxwell, vice president; Lisa Nixon, secretary; Justin 
Solomon, treasurer. 
Freshmen: Bobbi Jo Grove, president; Megan Caroline 
Sette, vice president; Melanie Benda, secretary; Brad Turner, 
treasurer. 
Only class council presidents are voting SGA members. 
The SGA has 81 voting members, 32 of which represent 
the five different colleges. SGA will appoint the remaining 
11 college senator positions. 
Other positions are determined in residence hall elections 
or appointed. 
Fall 2000 Class Council Election Results 
FRESHMEN: 
President: Bobbi Joe Grove 
Vice President: Megan Caroline Sette 
Secretary: Melanie Benda 
Treasurer: Brad Turner 
SOPHOMORES: 
President: Lyndsey Walther-Thomas 
Vice President: Connie Maxwell 
Secretary: Lisa Nixon 
Treasurer: Justin Solomon 
JUNIORS: 
President: Bryan Mabry 
Vice President: Jenn Weiss 
Secretary: Darcy Langlais 
Treasurer: Camp Rosenberger 
SENIORS: 
President: Jaysri Nair 
Vice President Kevin Duffan 
Secretary: Saiba Kamal 
Treasurer Andy Oh 
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PAN GEOS Mediterranean 
In Mediterranean-style tratorias, consumers watch as pasta, 
flatbreads, pizzas and salads are prepared with authenticity. Both 
familiar and exotic ingredients are imaginatively blended. PAN 
GEOS Mediterranean chefs prepare everything made to order. 
PAN GEOS Granary 
This all-vegetarian module features grains, legumes and fresh 
vegetables. Potatoes and pilafs are partnered with wraps, flatbreads 
and fresh-tossed signature salads. PAN GEOS Granary menus use 
recipes from Mexico and Italy to the middle East and beyond. 
PAN GEOS Wraps and Salads 
At PAN GEOS Wraps and Salads features hand-held wraps 
containing innovative and traditional ingredients along with a 
variety of unusual and exotic fresh-tossed salads. 
Flavors prepared right before your eyes! 
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 2/3 and 4/5 
r 
to hear Gibbons Hall menu; 
call xMENU 
wanttosurf.lt?        ^   ,..   I 
www.jmu.edu/dining 
Jlbm (he eXCnfetyenf af 
X 
Festival E-mail: festival@jmu.edu 
Website: http://www.jmu.edu/dining/festival.htm 
Student Manager's Office: 540-568-2563 
V ^ / 
We Didn't Invent The Chicken, 
Just The Chicken Sandwich.® 
Gibbons Hall, Entrance 6 
Flexible scheduling ~ Variety of positions 
Every other Saturday off ~ Every Sunday off 
Earn $6.24 an hour ~ Meet lots of new people 
And ... much, much more! 
Stop by Chick-fil-A to pick up an application and hurry to 
become the newest member of the Chick-fil-A team! 
Angie Welsh, Assistant Manager 
Jennifer Rainville, Student Manager 
(540) 566 - 7526 
chick -fil-a<ZD jmu.edu 
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ORL pulls switch for Class of '04 
'Traditional' upperclass halls now house freshmen due to on-campus increase 
BY BRIDGET MCGURK 
contributing writer 
Changes in the number of upperclass- 
men and freshmen living on campus this 
year caused the Office of Residence Life to 
change the designation of certain dorms. 
This year, 45 percent of upperclaes- 
men live on-campus. The freshman class 
of 3,225 students is the largest in JMU 
history, last year's class had 3,050. 
Based on projections made in March, 
ORL determined HSnson and Logan Halls 
would house freshmen in 2000-2001. 
"At some point over the years both 
halls have served as first-year, upperclass, 
mixed class, co-ed, all-male and all-female 
halls," said Maggie Burkhart-Evans, direc- 
tor of residence life. 
Despite the lack of demand for on- 
campus housing by upperclassmen, some 
of those remaining in dorms feel short- 
changed by the adjustments. 
"I was upset at the way they changed 
the upperclassmen dorms to freshmen 
dorms," sophomore Bell Hall resident 
Rachelle Thompson said. 
"It takes away some of the privilege 
the upperclassmen have. My friends 
and 1 were unable to get anywhere 
near the Quad. It's just too bad they 
changed these dorms the year after my 
freshman year." 
Currently, 103 first-year students live 
in Logan Hall and 153 first-years live in 
Hoffman Hall. 
Upperclassmen reside in Gifford, Way- 
land, Wampler, Converse and Spotswood. 
Ashby Hall houses students in the interna- 
tional program. 
Freshman Erin Ballowe, a Logan resi- 
dent, said, "It's a lot nicer than the Village 
and it's near most of my classes and nicer 
in terms of location." 
Evans said the residents in Logan "feel 
quite fortunate to be living there, and as 
we expected, are very respectful of their 
new home away from home." 
Housing freshmen in the Bluestone 
area is not a new trend. Evans said 
freshmen have lived in Cleveland, 
Spotswood and Converse Halls in the 
past. Hoffman has also housed freshmen 
for the past nine years. 
ORL's decision to change where stu- 
dents live is a common practice, she said. 
"Each year our needs change and we have 
to change the designation of the halls 
based upon those needs," she said. "So, 
these types of changes happen almost 
every year. It is not unusual." 
The number of all-female dorms has 
also decreased due to a lack of demand. 
Logan Hall, formerly an all-female 
dorm, now co-ed freshmen housing, Huff- 
man Hall remains the lone single-sex resi- 
dence on campus. But when ORL decided 
to change the designation of Logan last 
Spring, only one woman issued a concern, 
Evans said. 
"All women in Logan and Huffman 
(last year) were offered the opportunity to 
live in Huffman as upperclass students if 
they wished," Evans said. An area or 
< JANE McHVGW.senior pholonrapher 
Freshmen (from l-r) Morgan Browning, Elizabeth Fallen, Ingrid Abrahamson, Sarah 
Siciliano and Jaqui Aleman sit outside Logan Hall, which now houses first-years. 
entire floor would have been provided for 
these students if necessary. 
"We wanted to make sure we accom- 
modated any female student who was 
interested in an all female environ- 
ment," she said. 
No upperclass students requested to 
live in Huffman, and only 18 freshman 
made the request. As a result, Evans said 
Huffman will likely go co-ed next year, 
leaving JMU with no all-female dorms. 
First-year students will still be separated 
by gender by floor, wing or section. 
"The demand is not there for single- 
gender halls," Evans said. 
NASA speaker discusses innovation 
BECKY GABRlEUcontributinx photographer 
Wendy Pennington, project manager for NASA's Innovative Aircraft Research team, 
speaks to the audience about her latest project, the Blended Wing Body Plane. 
BY BRIAN POWERS 
contributing writer 
A top NASA project manager spoke to 
an attentive and diverse crowd Monday 
afternoon at the ISAT building. 
Wendy Pennington, NASA's project 
manager of Innovative Aircraft Research, 
discussed the intricacies of her job and the 
direction aeronautics is headed in the future. 
With an A.A.S. in aeronautic science 
and a B.S. in mechanical engineering, Pen- 
nington began her career 20 years ago as a 
machinist at NASA Langley Research Cen- 
ter in Hampton and worked her way up. 
Pennington began her discussion by 
explaining the tremendous amount of 
responsibilities that her job entails, 
including overseeing a $4 million bud- 
get every year. 
She is responsible for managing about 
75 people, including researchers, machin- 
ists and even a team of model makers. 
Pennington spent the remainder of the 
lecture explaining her latest project, which 
is the BWB Transport Aircraft, or Blended 
Wing Body plane. This innovative design, 
which is intended to hold 450 passengers, 
will make the wings and body one. 
Before she launched into the BWB pro- 
ject discussion, Pennington flashed her 
motto in life on the screen behind her: 
"The greatest pleasure in life is doing 
what people say you cannot do." 
"The allure of making a Blended Wing 
body plane is less surface area per passen- 
ger, which reduces drag," Pennington said. 
■ • • i 
Pennington also said the project had a 
low speed designation compared to the 
supersonic jets she has designed in the 
past, but a high risk profile. 
She employs teams of model makers 
for this reason. They create the aircraft 
at smaller scale and test it for potential 
safety hazards. 
Pennington concluded her lecture by 
sharing her views on the future of aero- 
nautics, as well as non-engineering oppor- 
tunities at NASA. 
Pennington said in the future she sees 
high speed travel with environmentally 
safe jet propulsion systems, as well as per- 
sonal air transports for everyday citizens. 
Senior Jim Dutrow said he was excited 
about Pennington's predictions. "Ever 
since (I saw) 'Top Gun' I loved planes and 
space," he said. "The fact that we might 
have personal aircraft is awesome. Where 
do I sign up?" 
Pennington also discussed the mas- 
sive amount of non-scientific jobs avail- 
able at NASA, such as lawyers, accoun- 
tants and mechanics. 
Mary Lou Wylie, coordinator for the 
women's studies program and professor 
of psychology, said Pennington was 
asked to speak at JMU because of her 
wide range of interest. 
"This presentation crossed many dif- 
ferent fields and majors," she said. 
The initial flight of the Blended Wing 
Body aircraft is slated for Dec. 17, 2003, 
the anniversary of the Wright Brothers' 
first flight. 
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Y2STAY... 
Research shows that students who live on campus 
are likely to be more satisfiec with their overall college 
experience than those who live off campus. Don't lose that 
lovin' feeling for JMU- Stay on campus next year! 
Stay here! Here is Good! 
oihce of r&g\di&nG& iTTe 
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Two football players arrested 
FOOTBALL, from page 1 
phere." He said he did not know the 
reason for the attacks. 
The three suspects were released on 
$2,500 bond each. Owen and O'Neil are 
scheduled to appear in Harrisonburg 
General District Court Monday for 
advisement. Young's trial date is set for 
Oct. 13 in Harrisonburg. 
According to court records, the 
assault victims are juniors James Bow- 
den and Christopher Sillari, sophomore 
Daniel Manner, and freshmen Matthew 
Gaylor and Jesse Oursler. 
According to the Sept. 11 Daily 
News-Record, a spokeswoman for Rock- 
ingham Memorial Hospital said Man- 
ner, Gaylor and Oursler were treated 
and released. The hospital had no 
records of Bowden and Sillari, she said. 
SAE President Andrew Murphy 
said the five victims are members of the 
fraternity. 
"As fraternity president and repre- 
sentative of these individuals, I plan to 
focus all my efforts to see that" justice is 
done, he said. 
Murphy declined further comment 
on the incident. 
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne would 
not directly comment on the incident 
but said efforts will be made to resolve 
the situation. 
"The only thing I can say is that 
we're working jointly (with the authori- 
ties) at this point," Bourne said. "We've 
got a copy of the report. We're awaiting 
the action to come out of the local court 
system." 
Approached at their Liberty Street 
home Tuesday, Young said neither he 
nor Owen could not talk about the mat- 
ter. 
Young and Owen play defensive 
tackle on a vaunted Dukes defense that 
has surrendered just seven points in its 
first two outings. Young started the two 
contests, while Owen saw significant 
playing time. 
"Yeah it's distracting," coach Mickey 
Matthews said. "They have a lot of 
friends on the team. It's definitely a 
problem ..." 
O'Neil, a reserve linebacker, suf- 
fered a neck injury in 1999, forcing him 
out of the 2000 season. 
Sports editor Andrew Tufts and assistant 
sports editor Travis Clingenpeel contributed 
to this article. 
More arrests last weekend 
Numerous other students found themselves 
with legal complications following the weekend. 
Harrisonburg Police estimated 80 charges 
were issued last weekend involving many stu- 
dents. 
"There was really no one big party - just peo- 
ple walking down the street with alcohol in their 
hands," Harrisonburg police Sgt. J. L. Roy said, 
according to the Sept. 11 Daily News- Record. 
Many of the charges reportedly involved 
alcohol. 
Two trash bins were also set on fire in front 
of Forest Hills. No arrests were made in connec- 
tion with the blazes. 
— news editor TOM STEINFELDT 
Speaker celebrates 
'bonus round' 
SPEAKER, from page 1 
"Feel free to e-mail me with 
any questions regarding my 
condition or even your own," 
he stated. 
At the conclusion of his per- 
formance, Schalchlin was eager 
to mingle with the audience and 
exchange hugs and smiles. 
Audience member junior 
Kelly Archibald said, "Honest- 
ly, it almost blew my mind 
when I saw him appear on 
stage. He looked so healthy. It 
was an eye-opening experience 
to see someone who looked so 
much like me. In a sense, I could 
be sick with AIDS." 
Ann Simmons, coordinator 
of health promotions, was 
responsible for organizing the 
performance. It was sponsored 
in part by the University Health 
Department with assistance 
from the JMU Music Depart- 
ment. 
"A co-worker of mine rec- 
ommended (to) me several 
times to get this guy here to 
speak for our school after she 
had heard him speak at a con- 
ference in Orlando, Fla.," Sim- 
mons said. "I am really pleased 
with the diversity of the crowd 
here tonight. We have not only 
JMU students, but students 
from Mary Baldwin, UVa., com- 
munity members, and also visi- 
tors from northern Virginia." 
Interim Director of the Uni- 
versity Health Center Julie Wal- 
lace said, "I enjoyed the pro- 
gram. The message was great 
and it is important for youth to 
make themselves aware of the 
services and educational oppor- 
tunities available to them about 
AIDS." 
Nurse practitioner at the 
University Health Center Bar- 
bara Call said, "I didn't want to 
miss this performance. I missed 
several other things in order to 
be here tonight, and I am really 
pleased with my decision." 
Work for The Breeze! 
Call x6127 
Off-campus crimes increase 
OFF-CAMPUS, from page 1 
Harrisonburg, a quiet, safe com- 
munity where nothing ever hap- 
pens. Truth is, we have crime 
here." 
Claytor and Boshart said 
recently there have been reports 
of suspects climbing up to sec- 
ond and third floor balconies of 
apartments and entering through 
unlocked doors. 
"There is a misconception 
that (people living) on the second 
and third floors don't need to 
lock their patio doors," Claytor 
said. 
A second trend in crimes 
relates to suspects attending par- 
ties, allowing them to "case the 
apartment to decide if they will 
come back and what exactly they 
will take," Boshart said. "They 
usually come back after the party 
when the residents are sound 
asleep. The doors again are 
found to be unlocked." 
The majority of breaking and 
enterings occur during Thanks- 
giving break, Christmas break 
and spring break, Boshart said. 
"We normally put extra 
patrol officers on the streets to 
try and deter or catch this activi- 
ty," he said. 
Boshart said the HPD has 
found the majority of the crimes 
are committed by Harrisonburg 
locals, and others from sur- 
rounding areas such as Char- 
lottesville and Staunton. He said 
criminals are well aware of the 
vulnerability of student housing 
during breaks. 
Boshart said most crimes are 
committed in the Port Republic 
Road area because the homes are 
highly visible. 
Some preventive measures 
students can take are keeping 
doors and windows locked in 
homes and vehicles and having a 
friend check on their home when 
they are away during breaks, 
Boshart said. 
He also urged students to ask 
property management what kind 
of security they will be supplying 
during breaks, keep a record of 
valuables by writing down serial 
numbers, make and models, and 
marking valuables by engraving 
initials. 
Boshart added students 
should call in any suspicious 
activity they notice in their 
neighborhood such as unknown 
vehicles and people or the sound 
of a window breaking. 
Senior Kristie Sclater, who 
lives in South View apartments, 
said she feels safe living in Har- 
risonburg. 
"I probably feel safer than I 
should," Sclater said. 
Sclater said she feels safe 
because she lives on the third 
floor, and she and her room- 
mates use the deadbolt lock on 
their front door. 
"I am also getting a deadbolt 
or key lock on my bedroom 
door," Sclater added. 
She said her boyfriend's Fox 
Hill townhouse was broken into 
while he was sleeping sometime 
last year. She said that incident 
has made her more cautious. 
Senior Dean Ericson lives in 
Ashby Crossing apartments on 
the third floor. 
"Since I live on the third floor, 
I feel pretty safe," Ericson said. 
"I'm not too worried (about 
break-ins)." 
A fifth-year senior, whose 
name was withheld for safety 
reasons, lives in a downtown 
house. She said she and her three 
roommates always leave their 
doors unlocked, even when no 
one's home. 
"I have lived there for about 
three years, and I feel comfort- 
able because the majority of resi- 
dents are families, not students," 
she said. 
She said last year one of her 
friends was a victim of a peeping 
torn who watched sleeping 
females, which made her more 
cautious. Poplin said she has a 
lock on her bedroom door. 
"If I lived in an apartment, I 
would lock everything," Poplin 
said. "There are too many people 
living there. I trust an adult fami- 
ly more than people my own 
age." 
POLICE LOG, from page 2 
a combination lock and chain. 
•  A hood ornament valued at $75 was 
stolen from a Mercedes in M-lot between 
8:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. Sept.3. 
Suspicious Persons 
• An unknown person was discovered 
tampering with construction equipment at 
the new parking deck site near Shorts Hall. 
When approached, the subject ran 
toward Shorts Hall and was not found. 
♦ A reportedly belligerent and argumenta- 
tive person was attempting to gain entry 
into Hoffman Hall Sept. 9 at 10:45 p.m. 
The subject was served with a trespass 
notice and departed campus. 
Failure to Control Guest 
•  A JMU student was judicially referred 
for failing to control his juvenile brother at 
2:21 a.m. Sept. 10 on Bluestone Drive. 
Number of drunk in public charges since 
Aug. 28: 9 
Number of parking tickets issued between 
Sept. 4 and Sept. 10:985 
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Thursday 9/14 in 
Zane Showker 106 at 8pm 
Questions?  Contact Mike Glahn 
at 438-2793 or glahnmi@jmu.edu 
EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA ! EXTRA! 
%wdk!&>    *VotedBe8t 
-*~Delic.te..en p^j 2 years 
Meal Plan 
You EVER Had. 
2035-51 E. Market St.        Skyline Village Plaza, Next to ABC        433-4090 
Organ &Tissue 
DONATION 
Share your life. Share your decision" 
For a free brochure about Organ & Tissue 
Donation, call 1-800-355-SHARE. 
Coalition on Donation 
^Breeze 
Reaching Hit James Madison University ■ 
community for over 75 years. 





Back & Neck Care 
Burn & Wound Care 
Flexible Hours <& Scheduling 
We File Most Insurance 




755-F CANTRELL AVE. 





on Friday, September 15th 
from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. at 
Taylor Down Under 
There will be an 
OPEN MIC TRIBUTE 
to Rick, as well as free 
food and billiards! 
E-mail Kate: malmroka@jmu.edu, 
if interested in performing/speaking! 
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Thursday, September 21 
1-5 pm 
at the Convocation Center 




Alternative Behavioral Service* 
American Mangement Systems 
Ames Department Store 
Andersen Consulting LLP 
Anteon Corporation 
Arthur Andersen LLP 
Auditor of Public Accounts 
Bank of America 
Beers at Cutler 
Bloomberg 
Booz, Allen & Hamilton 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Burlington Industries 
Business Edge Solutions, Inc. 
Business Solutions Deployment Group 
Caliber Associates 
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young US I.LC 
Capital One 




Children's World Learning Center 
C1BER Enterprise Integration Practice 
CIMA Companies, Inc. 
Cintas Corporation 
Circuit City Stores 
Circuit Stores. Inc. 
CMDS 
Compaq, lac. 
Computer Associates International 
Defense Commissary Agency 
Headquarters 
Deloitte ft Touche, LLP 
Deutsche BAnk 
Digital Recruitment Productions 
DMR Consulting 
DynCorp 
Department of Defense 
Eagan McAllister Assoc, Inc. 
Ecolochem Inc. 
EDS (Electronic Data Systems) 
EG&G 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
Ernst ft Young LLP 
Etensity 
Experlent Technologies 
Farmlngton Country Club 
Federal Energy Regulatory Com. 
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 
Financial Services of Virginia 
First Virginia Bank 
Freddie Mac 
GAP, Inc. 
GE Financial Assurance 
GEICO Direct 
General Investment & Development Co. 
General Services Admlnstration 
GMAC Insurance-Personal Lines 
Grainger < 
Grant Thorton LLP 




High Performance Technologies, Inc. 
Hoffman, Morrison ft Fitzgerald PC 
Hyatt Hotels Corporation 
International Internship Program 
I XL 
J.C. Penney Company, Inc. 
JMll International Internship Prog. 
John Hancock 
Johnson, Lambert & Co. 
Jury* Doyle Hotel Group 








Masters of Accounting Program 
Maxim Healthcare Services 
MaximGroup 
McGladrey ft PuUen. LLP 
MetLife Financial Services 
National Imagery ft Mapping Agency 
National Security Agency 
Naval Air Systems Command 
Naval Career Management Site 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Navy Civilian Jobs 




Northwestern Mutual Life, Baird 
Securities 
Northwestern Mutual/Financial Network 
NVR. Inc. R van Homes 
Offc. Of the Inspector General Dppt. of 
Defense 





Petco Animal Supplies 
Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP 
Prudential Securities 
Quantum Resources 
Renaissance Worldwide, Inc. 
Reznlck, Fedder ft Silverman CPA 
Robinson, Farmer, Cox Associates 
Rockingham Group 
RWD Technologies 
SAS Institute Inc. 
Science Applications Intl. Corp.. 
Search Connection I.LC" 
Sears. Roebuck and Company 
Sherwin Williams Company 
SNL Securities LC 
Southern States Cooperative Inc. 
SRA International 
Standard Register 
State Farm Insurance 
Statistics of Income 
Step 9 Software Corp 
SunCom AT&T Wireless 




The Arlington Group 
The Discovery School of Virginia, Inc. 
The MIL Corporation 
The Mitre Corporation 
The CIMA Companies 
Thomas Havey LLP 
Toys R Us, Inc. 
Travelers Property Casualty 
TruGreen-ChemLawn 
U.S. Alrforce Officer Program 
U.S. Border Patrol 
University of Virginia Recruiting Office 
US Investigations Services 
US Peace Corp. 
UUNet Technologies, Inc. 
Veridian Informations 
Verizon Communication* 
Virginia Asset Management 
Virginia Farm Bureau 




Witt. Mares and Co.. PLC 
Xpedior 
Vomit. Hyde & Barbour 
Full-time Employment 
Summer Jobs 
Start your Job/Internship Search Now! 
Professional Dress is strongly recommended 
Bring plenty off copies off your resume 
Many companies will interview the next day! 
For a complete list off companies and more information 
log onto www.jmu.edu/carcer/students 
Sponsored by Academic Advising & 
Career Development, x7995 or x6555 
r- 
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www.suncliase.net 
ARE YOU HAVING FUN YET?I 
Ir your current living choice is not 
what you dreamed of...there is still 
a chance to he the first one to live 
in a hrand new apartment at... 
yxiHA$£ 
Th< 15 hedi left and Lere are ID n arooms i rc a you| 
deserve me newest and the hest! 
'442-4800 
LIGHT UP THE PARTY! 
CVy^LUmE® GLOWSTICH 
• As low as $1.25 
• Always in stock 
• Bulk discounts available 
• Colors: yellow, green, purple, blue, pink 
Valley Surplus • (540) 564-0002 • 1084 Virginia Ave 
RETIREMENT      INSURANCE      MUTUAL   FUN05     TRUST SERVICES       TUITION  FINANCING 
It's a simple calculation: 
TIAA-CREF's low expenses 
mean more money 
working for you. 
The equation is easy Lower expenses in managing a 
fund can equal better performance 
How much? Just take a look at the chart Then caH us 
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so 
you can see for yourself that no matter what your 
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF 
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28% 
to 0 34%' 
For decades, we've been committed to tow expenses, 
superior customer service and strong performance. 
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your 
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF 
THf IMPACT Bf F.XPtiNSIiS UN PEWMMAMf E 
$215,000 
Low Co* ACCOM 
$176,000 
I ltd CM ACCOM 
EXPENSES* 
Total accumulations after 20 years hated on rnilisl investment 
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual retuma of 8%. Total returns 
and principal value of Investments will fluctuate, and yield may 
vary. The Chan above is presented for (limitative purposes only 
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future 
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect tares 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
For more complete information on out set oilies products, please caH I 800.842.2733, ext. 5509. to request prospectuses. Mead (hem careluty 
betore you invest 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quantify 2 I 40%tsav«yrtasonat*f«lev^ioralyijt<allo«i, 0 40% is 
near. tXJt not actuaiy at the bottom ol, the muitjal fun) expense talto specif urn • tiAA C Rfl lr»kvsdiial arid Institutional S«v«rs. k« rJstrib- 
utes the CREF and TIAA Real (stale variable annuities • Teachers Personal Investors Services, he distributes the Personal Annuities variable 
anrtmly component, mutual funds and lotion savings apeements • TIAA and 1IAA CRff lilf Insurance; o . New York. NY. rssue msoanfe and 
annulies • TIAA-CREF Ttust Company, FSB provides trust services • Investment products are not FDK Insured, may lose value and are 
not bank guaranteed O 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03 
• ItlfMI' 
s   ■   I   I   f    1 I I I I I 1 < • I • 
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Lecture features 
JMU's architecture 
BY JENNIFER LOWRY 
contributing writer 
The Brown Bag Lecture 
Series got underway 
yesterday in Hillcrest House 
with a discussion on the 
architecture of JMU's campus. 
Robert Bersson, JMU 
professor emeritus of art and 
art history spoke to an 
audience of 40 to 50 students 
and faculty about the art 
behind the blueprints of 
JMU's buildings. 
Beginning with Wilson 
Hall, Bersson asked the 
audience what JMU's 
signature building meant to 
them. Responses included; 
authority, imposing and 
historical. 
One student noted a 
similarity between Wilson 
Hall and the Quad and the 
Rotunda and Lawn at the 
University of Virginia. 
Bersson said while the 
Bluestone area may resemble 
other historical campuses, 
JMU wanted to establish an 
identity of its own in 
architecture as well as 
academia. To the 
administrators and architects 
who designed the campus, 
JMU would represent the 
ideals of progress, ever- 
changing with the times. 
Bersson went on to discuss 
the four basic periods of 
architectural style at JMU 
since 1909. The first period 
was the Bluestone buildings 
from 1909 to 1961. The first 
buildings constructed were 
Maury and Jackson halls 
(then called the Science and 
Dormitory halls, 
respectively). The actual 
bluestone is a local material 
and was hand carved on the 
outside of the building. 
In the early 1960s, a new 
architecture Bersson 
described as functionalism 
was introduced at JMU. This 
can be seen in the sleek, 
geometric shapes of Duke 
and Miller Halls and the 
Carrier Library addition. 
Bersson said this was a 
modern period for 
JMU's architecture. 
"We (at JMU) create 
architecture that is 
efficient, effective and 
follows the trend," 
Bersson said. "This 
particular trend of 
architecture continued 
through the building of 
Gibbons and Warren 
Halls. The red brick of 
these buildings 
replaced the bluestone of the 
older side of campus for both 
economic reasons and to give 
this new side of campus a 
different, more industrially 
advanced look." 
Post-modern architecture, 
which combines aspects of 
new and old to create a 
functional and aesthetically 
pleasing structure, was next 
introduced, Bersson said. 
Sonner Hall and the Music 
Building give form to this 
architectural theory. 
Beginning in the mid-1980s 
and continuing through the 
mid-1990s, structures were 
built as a transition between 
the bluestone buildings more 
modern facades. 
The four sides of the Music 
Building exemplify such 
differing forms of 
architecture. The front is 
carved bluestone with a 
small pediment while the 
back closely resembles the 
strictly geometric shapes of 
u  
We (at JMU) create 
architecture that... 
follows the trend." 
— Robert Bersson 
professor emeritus oT art and art hisiors 
  »   - 
its neighbors, Duke and 
Miller halls. Similar to 
Jackson, Harrison, and many 
of the other bluestone 
buildings, the Music Building 
has an array of windows 
facing the quad. 
The most recent 
architectural developments 
are found at the CISAT 
campus. Constructed in the 
mid to late 1990s, these are 
perhaps the most 
technologically advanced 
buildings on campus. The 
structures stray completely 
from the classic bluestones, 
apparent in the different 
colorings and use of new 
materials. 
Bersson said one might 
think these buildings are 
modern, "form-follows- 
function" structures to 
represent the work that goes 
on within. 
But what explains the 
imposing tower atop the ISAT 
building or the wall of 
windows on the College 
Center? What we have here is 
a completely new form of 
high tech architecture. A form 
that, while industrial, still 
holds a certain beauty, 
Bersson said. 
Joyce Wszalek, the 
assistant director of the 
Honors Program and 
coordinator of the Brown 
Bag lecture series said the 
highlight of the lecture was, 
"hearing the responses of 
other people (and) seeing 
how the university has 
grown (and how the 
architecture has managed) 
the balancing of aesthetic 
elements while recognizing 
cost, durability and 
function." 
Freshman Missy Dobruck 
said, "It was interesting. It 
made you think about the 
buildings and how they relate 
to the university." 
Mine Action Info Center 
offers unique experience 
MAIC, front page 3 
de-mining information management. By 
1998, the newly designated Mine Action 
Information Center had taken on the full 
range of informational support activities 
that it continues to manage today. Some 
of their activities include arranging and 
attending conferences, maintaining their 
Web site and publishing the journal of 
Mine Action. 
Shepherd is currently writing two arti- 
cles about her internship for this journal. 
The journal is just one of many ways 
students can get involved with the Mine 
Action Information Center. 
According to Lokey, as well as provid- 
ing the "label-lickin' and box-kickin'" 
that keeps the center in working order, 
students' involvement usually reflects 
their areas of study at JMU. 
MAIC is organized into six teams 
according to specific areas of expertise 
including political science, health sci- 
ences, geography, computer science, psy- 
chology and communications. 
Students create the informational 
structure needed to coordinate de-mining 
data and materials. They develop Inter- 
net vehicles to enhance access to data and 
provide geographically relevant de-min- 
ing information. They aid in victim assis- 
tance and mine awareness and do the 
multimedia and journalistic work for 
MAIC's publications. 
MAICs team members also have the 
chance to meet people through many 
conferences and seminars both at home 
and abroad. 
In September 1999, MAIC members 
joined 166 people representing 30 coun- 
tries in Slovenia to discuss mine-related 
issues. In October, they will attend a 
conference in San Antonio where the 
U.S. State Department will cover basic 
training methods for mine-detecting 
dogs. 
Those interested in learning more 
about MAIC can contact students and 
faculty who work with MAIC, or Lokey 
at x2718. 
What's up practicum writers? Call x6699 for hot stories 
voices 
concerns 
BY KELLY SCOTT 
contributing writer 
Topics shifted between faculty con- 
cerns and existing student issues dur- 
ing the JMU Faculty Senate's first meet- 
ing of the year last Thursday as the For- 
est Hills riots and parking concerns 
took priority. 
Michael Way, director of judicial 
affairs, discussed his department's poli- 
cies sparking debate about the Aug. 25 
riot incident at Forest Hills. 
Way said Judicial Affairs acts only 
when a written charge against a student 
is made. The charge is reviewed to 
determine whether a policy listed in the 
student handbook is violated and 
whether it is likely the student commit- 
ted the act. 
"We do not interfere with the criminal 
system ... We do not punish. Our role is 
to educate," Way said. 
Way said if a student is found respon- 
sible for throwing objects at police officers 
during the incident, the student will be 
suspended from JMU. 
Way said two procedures against alco- 
hol violations are the "three strikes you're 
out" rule, in which a student is with- 
drawn from JMU after their third alcohol 
violation, and parental notification which 
was instituted in March 1999. 
Discussion then moved to the now 
notorious block party with both contempt 
and support for how the situation was 
handled. One faculty member questioned 
whether communication was effective 
between students and police during the 
scuffle. 
The Faculty Concerns Committee 
reported many faculty are frustrated by a 
lack of parking spaces. The new restric- 
tions in the lots behind and between Bur- 
russ and Miller halls were cited in particu- 
lar since both lots are not open for faculty 
parking until 3:30 p.m. as opposed to 7:30 
a.m. last year. 
Revisions for the faculty handbook 
were also discussed at the meeting. Rec- 
onciliation Committee Chair Greg Versen 
said their group is accepting "feedback 
and will craft changes." 
Displeasure also surfaced over the 
18-percent pay raise of JMU President 
Linwood Rose. "Two-percent raises are 
not competitive raises," Faculty Speak- 
er Jim Couch said, referring to the 
annual 2-percent raise faculty members 
get each year. The pay distribution, 
however, is not determined at JMU, 
but in Richmond by the governor and 
legislature. 
According to Vice President for Aca- 
demic Affairs Doug Brown, some 
schools such as the University of Vir- 
ginia, supplement their faculty's pay, 
yet they have millions of dollars in 
funds. For JMU to supplement a pay 
increase of even 7-percent would 
require an Increase of S3 million. 
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EVERYONE 
HAS AN OPINION 
What's YOURS? 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR CAN BE 
DROPPED OFF AT THE BREEZE 
Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them. 
Thanes to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials 
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for tne future, you need to loot 




COLOR COPIES - PRINTING - BINDING 
kinko's 
HARRISONBURG 
1010 SOUTH MAIN ST. •540-433-9287 
Open 24 hours • www.kinkos.com • 1-800-2-KINKOS 
America Online* Keyword: Kinko's 
40 BLACK & WHITE COPIES 
Secern 8-1/2'111* fjpiiti Mit-sem I«|H-II»M blaei-and-white. copies on white bond Iw uist « aach unit SO OHti it limrted loom 
coupon pei customer Customer mull rchnqiHsn coupon it lime ot pwcmse Coupon may not be leproduced and n not valid with other couponi 
otters or discounts Otter valid it tint ot purcnase omy and may not M discounted 01 MM to put or Intuit purchases Products ana itrncii 
tin; by location Coupon void untie oronibiled 0' restricted by lew No cnh value 
VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY 
kinko's' AAD67! 1. I EXP 10/31/00 
790 FULL COLOR COPIES 
•mm I-1/2'■ ll'tiprtss sen-serve sm|ie-sided lull cow copies on 24-ip white bond toi lull '9ieach limrl 2S »tsmn| costs ntn 
Ottei II limited to one coupon pei customer Customer mult relmjuisn coupon il lime ol purchase Coupon may not be ttptoducM a no 11 not 
iiiil with othei couponi otleii or discounts Otter valid at time ol purchase only and may not be discounted oi ciedned to past ot lutuie 
purchases Products and seoiices vafy by location Coupon void where prohibited oi iistricted by law No cash value 
VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING U.S KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY. 
kinko's AAD669 1. I EXP 10/31/00 
Products and services vary by location America Online is a refistered servctnark ot America Online inc Kinko's and feinkos con arc refistered trademark 
ot KJMO s Ventures inc and are used Dy permission Kinko's requires mitten permission trom tne copy IJM holder m order to reproduce any copyri|Med work 
O?000 Kmko s IOC All rtfnts reserved 
ll&'J. 
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WHO: NONEY PENNY 
WHAT:  A band that'll give 
you more for your money! 
WHERE: The Biltmore of course! 
WHEN: Saturday September 16th 
I Opm-1:30am 
WHY: Be there to find out! 
111 University Blvd.     801-0111 
How would you like to get PfilD 
to go to PARTIES? 
Classic Photography Inc. is looking 
for photographers beginning immediately. 
*Ho experience necessary* 
If you are interested! please call 
Ray or Chad at 800-768-3987 
Graduate Students 
Looking for a position on campus? 
In response to student feedback, The Office of Financial Aid is 
seeking a paraprofessional to coordinate a staff of student 
peer counselors. Responsibilities include training, supervising 
and coordination of the staff. 
If interested, you can pick up an application at the Office of 
Financial Aid, Warren Hall, B504. Or, call Michael, 568-3357. 
Position available until filled. 
CANOE & KAYAK 
THE SHENANDOAH RIVER 
WITH 
MASSANUTTEN RIVER ADVENTURES, INC. 
Transportation from JMU 
available for groups of 10 or more. 
Group discounts available. 
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The 2000 MADISON SYMPOSIUM 
Civic Renewal and the University 
September 17-21 
Panel Programs (All panels are from 3:30-5 p.mj 
■ Sticks and Stones can Break my Bones and Words (and Gestures and Pictures) can 
Hurt liven More, Sept. 18, Taylor Hall 202 
Words, gestures, tone of voice, fingers, arms all can be used symbolically to inflict 
pain, (o inspire, to initiate, maintain or tenninate relationships, and to express affection 
Whether obvious or subtle, verbal and non-verbal symbols have the potential to inter- 
fere with relationships and the development of community This panel will focus on 
ways in which symbols can help or hurt individuals and relationships from different 
ethnic and gender perspective s 
Panelists: Dr. Frank Geromc, Dr. Cheryl Talley, Dr. Mary Lou Wylie, Dr. Esther Yook, 
Dr. Chong-kun Yoon 
■ Building Community in the 21st Century, 
Sept. 19, Taylor Hall 404 
How do we define community in the 21st Century? How can we balance the rights 
of individuals and their responsibilities to each other and the common good? To what 
extent are Americans disengaged and how does that affect democratic society? This 
panel will explore complex questions facing communities today and solutions for 
organizational, local, national and global levels. 
Panelists: Dr. Suzanne Rederlein, Dr. Kay Knickrehm, Dr. Rob Patterson, Dr. Robin Teske, 
Dr. Lee Ward 
■ Cursing the Darkness, Lighting a Candle: Chic Activism and Social Change, 
Sept. 20, Taylor Hall 202 
During the Civic Rights Era, individual citizens of ordinary circumstances from 
Rosa Parks to Fannie Liu Hamer assumed extraordinary civic responsibility to promote 
social change.  Movements resulting in social change invariable begin with the initia- 
tive and courage of individual citizens who, at great risks to themselves, challenge the 
status quo and, by "lighting a candle," provide for us all a way out of the darkness. 
Panelists: Dr. Steve Guerrier, Dr. Lousie Loe, Dr. Rick Thompson, Dr. Jacqueline Walker 
■ Enlarging our Community: The Children's Healthcare Initiative Program, Sept. 21, 
Taylor Hall 202 
This panel will discuss roles the University can take in integrating the ideas of civic 
engagement and renewal into the curriculum using CHIP as a vehicle for learning, 
discourse and action. Panelists will reveal innovative approaches for connecting persons 
eligible for social programs such as CHIP with the resources such programs make available. 
Panelists: Dr. David Cockley, Dr. Karen Ford, Rich Harris, Linda Hulton, Linda Nahlo 
■ Dr. Don Ellis 
Sept. 18 
Professor of Communications, 
University of Hartford 
Public Engagement and Civic Discourse 
■ Dr. Suzanne Morse 
Sept. 19 
Executive Director, Pew Partnership 
for Civic Change 
Citizenship for Change: 
A New Generation of Solutions 
■ Mr. Julian Bond 
Sept. 20 
Chairman of the Board, NAACP 
Civil Rights and Responsibilities 
in the New Millennium 
■ Ms. Deborah Potter 
Sept. 21 
Executive Director, Newslab 
Making Connections: 
Journalism and Public Life 
Feature Film.- The Insider, featuring 
Academy Award Winner, Al Pacino 
Sept. 17, 7:30 p.m. in Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre 
For more information regarding 
The 2000 Madison Symposium, please contact: 
Dr. Tony Eksterowicz at <eksteraj@jmu.edu> or 568-6149 
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16 HORSEPOWER      COMMON 
Secret South        Like Water For 
Chocolate 
HURRY TO PLAN 9 TODAY AND SAVE! 
Plan 9 has a huge selection of Rock, Indies, 
Imports, Country, Classical, Jazz, Worldbeat, 
R&B, Rap, Reggae, Techno and more. Plus we 
offer fast special orders at no extra charge. 
Why? because we care. 
books • accessories • t-shirts • tickets 
magazines • special orders • local & regional 
c 
The Artful Dodger 
Coffeehouse & Cyber Cafe 
• High speed DSL connection 
• Microsoft Office Premier 
• Laser printing 
• CD writer & players 
• Email 
• Games 
Computer Service by 
KECHH^L Oh, and coffee too!          £& 
^^           INTERNET ACCESS            ^^ 
p**l** 
Join a co-ed soccer team for a fun-filled event! Six 
teams representing Africa, Asia, Europe, North 
America, South America, and faculty/staff 
composed of internationals and U.S. nationals 
compete for JMU's own WORLD CUP! 
Anyone can participate! 
Join your continent's team and defend its honor 
on Saturday, September30 at the 
UREC soccer field! 
SIGN-UP DEADLINE: 4:00 p.m. on Sept. 22 
To join a team or for 
more information, contact: 
Center for Multicultural/International 
Student Services 
Warren Hall, Room 245 
multicultural@jmu.edu 
JIVIU International Week: September 23 - October 1 
-wwwj. plan-9music.com 
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BREEZE 
"To the press alone, chequered 
as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs 
which have been gained by 
reason and humanity over error 
and oppression." 
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The house editorial reflects the opinion of the 
editorial board as a whole, and is not 
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff 
member of the Breeze. 
EDITORIAL BOARD-. 
Gina Montefusco ... editor 
Alison Manser ... managing editor 
Steve Glass ... opinion editor 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 
500 words, columns should be no more than 
800 words, and both will be published on a 
space available basis. They must be delivered t< 
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity 
and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff, 
THE CICADA 's one Of 
THE MoRe cufiiows INSECTS 
>T J"MM.   AF7Tfi   HlSeMATtUQ- 
FOR. IO VrAKS, IT FINALLY 
EMERGE^,   8E"CoMirJ£ At4 
VArJCC  TO  STUOCUTS 
"CULTV ALIKE. 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
Riding out the 10-year storm of Gen Ed at JMU 
It seems like lately, a lot of the 
efforts of JMU's administra- 
tion and some of its organiza- 
tions have been easily summed 
up in the cliche "close, but no 
cigar." The parking car pool 
passes, the parking fiasco itself 
and the recent attempts of the 
Community Coalition to gain 
perspective on the Forest Hills 
faced in its first experimental 
year. 
Many questioned why students 
were being forced to finish two 
year's worth of classes that were 
very similar, if not exactly the 
same, as those they had taken in 
high school. Students transferring 
into JMU and from JMU have 
dealt with the constant frustration 
riot have all been good tries, but    of trying to match Gen Ed courses 
none have really hit the nail on    with those at other schools, 
the head. 
In discussing near misses, one 
might easily include the flawed 
Gen Ed program here at JMU. 
The program, which was imple- 
mented in the fall of 1997, 
replaced an old liberal studies 
program that "allowed students 
to choose from over 500 courses 
and leave JMU without touching 
all disciplines," Doug Brown, 
vice president for academic 
affairs said in the Sept. 11 issue 
-u  
... The program never 
really took off with many 
students andfacuity... 
yy 
ty to respond and be productive 
than almost any institution in the 
country." 
Yet Brown himself seems 
skeptical of this hope, admitting 
that the Gen Ed program is an 
"ambitious" one that requires 
resources that JMU may not 
have. In the face of pressures 
by the state to accept more 
students into a student body 
that has already seen signifi- 
gant growth in the past few 
years, without providing ade- 
quate funding to deal with 
them or employ more faculty, 
one wonders how such a pro- 
gram could exist. 
Brown further admitted that 
few, if any schools that attempt 
a program like our Gen Ed pro- 
gram are ever successful. 
That said, it makes one won- JMU should be commended for 
trying such an original program, der why JMU ever went to a 
but maybe time would be better program  like   this  at   all,   or 
of The Breeze. The Gen Ed pro-    spent focusing on improving the better yet, why it continues 
gram calls for "a core program    majors we already have at JMU. with   a   program   that   is   so 
After all, the majors are the rea- that is a required sequence of 
courses" that "would be more 
appropriate for students," 
Brown explained. 
The problem is, the program 
never really took off with many 
students and faculty on campus. 
After the first year, the program 
was given an overhaul to attempt 
to work out kinks that had sur- 
son students come here to study 
in the first place. 
Brown said that the Gen Ed 
program is a "work in progress" 
that requires about a "10-year 
cycle until it functions properly." 
But Brown said he thinks JMU 
will be able to ride out the Gen 
Ed storm, confident that the uni- 
versity is "more fluid in its abili- 
unpopular with students and 
teachers, the people who 
encounter it's banality on a 
daily basis. 
In the end, another cliche may 
seem more appropriate than 
"close but no cigar" for what the 
administration should have 
thought three years ago when they 
developed Gen Ed — "If it ain't 
broke, don't fix it." 
OPINION 
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Student responds to Community Coalition efforts 
We have all heard the old saying, 
"beating a dead horse." I often think 
back to high school when my parents 
used to make their point over and 
over again, but never concentrated 
on taking the next step to solve the 
problem. What is the sense in killing 
something that is already dead? 
As an undergraduate student at 
JMU, community coordinator for 
Off-Campus Life and one of the few 
student members of the Community 
Coalition on Alcohol Abuse, 1 am 
ready to move on concerning the For- 
est Hills riot, despite the fact I was 
one of the students who attended the 
party. I believe I speak for the major- 
ity (at least in the coalition, as well as 
students I have interacted with 
through my job and in classes) in 
expressing the need to get over this 
one isolated incident and put more 
effort not only into preventing future 
riots, but also in advocating the coali- 
tion's original purpose set forth just a 
few years ago. 
What most students do not realize 
is that the Community Coalition on 
Alcohol Abuse has been meeting 
since the fall of 1998 for the purpose 
of promoting responsible drinking, 
preventing substance abuse at JMU 
and making recommendations on 
related issues. It makes sense that 
the coalition would be the organiza- 
tion to tackle the riot issue. Though an 
unfortunate incident, the Forest Hills 
riot is not the major "issue at hand" as 
SGA President Mark Sullivan has 
conveyed. 
It is true that the riot provoked the 
coalition to meet at an earlier date 
than the originally scheduled date of 
Sept. 12, (not November as stated by 
Sullivan), however, the same type 
of preventative measures would 
have been discussed and acted 
upon whether there was a riot or 
not. The major issue at hand is pre- 
vention, and this will not occur 
unless the finger pointing and 
"beating the dead horse" ceases to 
exist. 
Sullivan claims that there is "not 
enough information to make rec- 
ommendations" and that he feels 
"uncomfortable discussing a prob- 
lem that [he doesn't] even under- 
stand." What is there not to under- 
stand Mark? 
It is clear that things got out of 
hand at Forest Hills, and both stu- 
dents, residents and police acted out 
either rationally or irrationally 
depending on whom you talk to. I 
don't think we will ever be able to 
find a singular cause for the riot 
because there just isn't one. Issues 
surrounding the riot have been fes- 
tering for quite some time now. 
These related issues are now being 
addressed by the coalition sooner 
than later because of the riot. This 
is a positive thing! 
The riot at Forest Hills is not fad- 
ing from the memory of any stu- 
dents. Most remember the events 
that went on that night very clearly, 
either from first-hand experience 
or through hearsay, but they are 
choosing to move on and think 
about the future. 
President Linwood Rose is 
absolutely right in saying that we 
need to make sure that such events 
do not ever happen again. It is peo- 
ple like Sullivan who are preventing 
prevention. I would like to question 
the intent of the few who keep 
rehashing the isolated incident. 
What is their goal in dragging out 
the minute details of a single, rare 
event that is only a small portion of 
a bigger picture? Do they want to 
stir up more anger? We could argue 
our opinions about the particular 
night to death, but what good is that 
going to do in finding solutions to the 
bigger problems? The truth does not 
come by X-raying every little detail. 
The coalition has indeed done 
their part in identifying the problems, 
looking at several possible solutions 
in detail, and sending recommenda- 
tions to Rose as quickly as possible. I 
feel that all of the suggestions given 
at the recent coalition meetings, mine 
included, were very worthy of con- 
sideration and I believe the coalition 
did indeed honor this fact. The man- 
ner in which the riot issue was han- 
dled was positive and productive in 
that JMU and the Harrisonburg com- 
munity may now start acting on pre- 
ventative measures to make this 
community a more welcoming and 
peaceful living environment. 
As far as Sullivan and his fol- 
lowers are concerned, I feel that 
they need to take a deeper look at 
the big picture and why the coali- 
tion exists in the first place 
instead of pointing fingers and 
being nit-picky. Monday's Breeze 
House Editorial, page 12, made it 
sound like the coalition was 
damned if they didn't act on the 
"issue at hand." So what is it? My 
final thought is this: If anything is 
going to be done about anything, 
whether it be the actual riot, or 
more important, the issues sur- 
rounding the riot, we need to stop 
taking steps backward and start 
moving forward. In other words, 
build a bridge and get over it! 




Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and 
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions 
are based upon one person's opinion of a given 
situation, person or event and do not necessarily 
reflect the truth. 
Dart... 
A "you-think-you're-slick-but-I-saw-you" dart to 
the person who parked in an illegal spot and put an 
old parking ticket on their windshield to throw off 
the parking enforcement. 
From a senior commuter student who's been honest 
about parking and didn 't pay $140 to see people like 
you cheat the system. 
Dart... 
A"why-don't-you-go-buy-your-own-bag-of- 
cookies" dart to the random person who came in my 
room and stole my Rainbow Chips Deluxe cookies 
when I was out of town for the weekend. 
Sent in by a junior who really wishes people would 
learn to respect each other's things and not to take 
what isn 't yours. 
Pat ... 
A "you-know-how-to-rock" pat to the Harrisonburg 
Transit driver who plays Metallica and other tunes 
we can enjoy while on the bus. 
Sent in by some South View seniors that want 
everyone to know that bus 7A rocks. 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-playing-on-such-short-notice" pat to 
the Marching Royal Dukes, who came and played at 
the picnic at the Convo. 
Sent in by two loyal Marching Royal Dukes fans 
who were glad to see you there. 
Dart... 
A "way-to-be-phony" dart to the sorority who 
fooled me into thinking you were sincere in your 
actions during the First three rounds of recruitment, 
but I was obviously wrong. 
Sent in by a sophomore who feels deceived and 
betrayed by your preference night voting results and 
hopes you enjoy all your new sisters, half of whom 
changed themselves completely to gain your 
acceptance and sadly for you are just as convincing 
in being fake. 
Dart... 
A "shame-on-you" dart to the creep who stole my 
Mercedes emblem while I was parked at the Convo 
Center. 
Sent in by someone who thinks you 're already 
lame, and will be even lamer if you wear it around 
your neck 1980s style. 
Pat... 
A "you're-my-hero" pat to the senior stud who 
changed my flat tire for me last weekend. 
From a girl who wants you to know you're one of a 
kind. 
Pat... 
A "thanks-for-your-consideration" pat to the 
university for making the little changes to campus to 
make it more handicap accessible. 
Sent in by a student who greatly appreciates the 
changes. 
i 
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JMU 
Buy Any Regular 
Sandwich at $2.99 Get 
the 2nd FREE 
Expires 9-17-00 




GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS AND $o"Nt> EQUIPMJ 
USIC 
.   A.hotDGtownmusic.net 
Gorget m sous Guitar Sale 
Green, Purple, Black, Blue, Natural... 
Our best looking guitars are on sale. 
See our web page for color pictures 
Harrisonburg only" web page: www.hoinetownmuiic.net/burg.htni 
Hours: 
106 Mon, Tue, Thur, Fri; 105 SatJ 
Closed Wedntsda§ & W»» 
4344159 
In the Ace Music building 
2990 S Main Street 
Many students have 
already figured it out. 
Now we're clueing you in. 
Olde Mill Village 
The next best step 
Our apartments have amenities galore: 
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross. 
•Only four blocks to campus. 
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball court. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus. 
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room. 
1 Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments. 
1 Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
1 Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall. 
1 No sliding patio doors. 
■ Large laundry room /storage area in each unit. 
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus. 
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants 
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests. 
11A South Avenue 




y —N Harrisonburg 
)   Unitarian 
Universalists o 
Service 10:30 a.m. 
We respect the inherent worth and 
dignity of every person and justice, 






Rt. 33,5 miles west of H'burg at 








Rt. 33 Easl (next to Wendy's/across from Pargo's) 
4jJ-7T0l    open 7 days a week 
CHEAP  NIGHTS AT ACME 
Use this coupon for 
one FREE 990 rental 
expires 10/22/00 per student 
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Harrisonburg starting to resemble OrwelVs 1984 
We, the student body of James 
Madison, like to have a good time. 
Whether it's participating in activities 
over at UREC, enjoying the marching 
band during the football games, or 
going out on the weekends to social- 
ize with other students, we like to 
have fun. 
Aside from extracurricular activi- 
ties, we are also intellectual. We are 
all smart, hard working individuals 
that are here because of our interest in 
continuing our education. Now every- 
one can understand the need for a 
release — you know, a method for 
relieving stress. College can be 
extremely stressful, whether it's 
because of social pressures, problems 
with professors or homesickness. Now 
I'm not trying to denounce the 
nightlife of those students who don't 
see the need to go out on the weekends, 
but a big portion of the student body 
enjoys this kind of release, and for 
some of us, it's a great way to meet 
people and sustain long-lasting rela- 
tionships. So what is my point? Parties 
on the weekends need to continue. 
Unfortunately, in light of recent 
events, the law has changed their poli- 
cies. They've gone from an obvious 
lassez-faire approach to a full-blown 
authoritarian-style dictatorship. Last 
year, I could get around to two or three 
parties before the night was done, hav- 
ing fun with friends and enjoying 
myself. Now I still get around to two or 
three parties, but not because I'm hav- 
ing fun — it's because all the other par- 
ties I attended were shut down. Now 
my weekends are becoming more and 
more disappointing and thoughts of 
returning home are becoming more like 
fantasies than burdens. 
A word on the cops around here: 
they should throw away that Catch-22 
novel they use for a manual and try to 
think back to when they were in college 
— if they can remember it. Here's a 
perfect example for you. A student 
walks out of a party carrying a cup full 
of beer. Two police officers on bikes 
stop him, and threaten to arrest him 
unless he tells them where he got the 
beer. Excuse me, but doesn't that 
appear to be blackmail? Why don't the 
cops arrest this student for being an 
idiot and then go find some more 
innocent free-style walking party- 
goers to question if some kind of quota 
has to be filled. As it turns out, this 
student ratted-out the hosts of a great 
party and over 50 people were sent 
home by 11 p.m. 
Yes, the riot at Forest Hills was out 
of control, and both the police and the 
students were to blame, but does that 
one incident mean that students aren't 
allowed to have parties anymore? 
And it makes sense to bust us, I 
mean we're so incredibly out of control; 
we call taxis, take keys from our inebri- 
ated friends and decide not to go out 
because we've got homework to do. 
Historically, JMU has been a real "bad 
part of town" if you know what I mean. 
We're all terrible people and we 
deserve to be ruled by Big Brother. You 
know I'm only kidding. I'm just trying 
to insinuate that the police really don't 
have any reason to watch over us like 
they are now. They're putting con- 
straints on the weekends, and in my 
opinion, that could start to hurt JMU's 
retention rate. 
So how about a solution? I'll pro- 
pose one. First of all, the police have to 
realize that JMU is home to some of the 
nicest people you'll ever meet. The stu- 
dents are responsible and should be treat- 
ed like adults. Secondly, the only reason 
for the police to check out a party is if 
there has been a complaint. If there hasn't 
been one, then everyone is having a good 
time and there is no need for the law to 
get involved. As for the students, we 
should continue to uphold the values that 
we are known for: sincerity, kindness, 
integrity and respect. I thank you for your 
time, and I sincerely hope I don't have to 
invest in one of those stress relief balls. 
Stephen Cembrinski is a sophomore quanti- 
tative finance major. 
Attention Opinion staff: 
writers and all those 
interested in writing 
for the Opinion section 
Mandatory meeting: Monday, 
Sept. 18, at 5:30 p.m. in The Breeze office in 
the basement of Anthony-Seeger. 
If you cannot make it, call Steve at x3846 or e-mail 
glasssp@jmu.edu. Be there or be square. 
Topic: With the Olympics starting soon , what's your favorite Olympic event? 
CAMP 
SPOTLIGHT 
JANEMCHUG Wienior photographer 
"Stone skipping, 
because I didn't 
know it was an 
Olympic event 
and I think I 
could win." 
Andy Brown 
senior, sports management 
"I'm gonna have 
to go with ping- 
pong, because 




"/     flip     for 
gymanstics!" 
"Boxing, because 
I like to watch 
people beat the 
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qop Olympic G< 
The next couple of weeks, JMU students will be 
under watching what will be the ultimai 
Story by Contributing W 
Emotions will be running 
high in the next couple of 
weeks as audiences 
invest their time and competi- 
tive spirit into seeing who will 
get the gold. 
Coming along only once 
every four years, the Summer 
Olympics will have their open- 
ing ceremonies this Friday at 
7:30 p.m. 
Guaranteed is the athlete 
who digs and proves doubters 
wrong, flashing his spirit to the 
world in an ethereal victory 
while cameras flash and com- 
mentators are put in their 
places. It could be a runner, a 
swimmer or an entire team who 
beats the favorite. 
Heck, it could be all three. 
After all, this is the Olympic 




Again this year, there is con- 
troversy. The international 
Olympic Committee (IOC) has 
prohibited webcasting, wide- 
spread posting of still pho- 
tographs and real-time event 
results of events in Sydney, 
according to The Industry 
Standard. There will also be no 
radio play-by-play, no taped 
video highlights or live video. 
Dot-com journalists won't 
receive media credentials to 
cover the Games. 
The primary medium for 
event results will be NBC, and 
due to the 15-hour time differ- 
ence between New York and 
Sydney, the network has chosen 
not to broadcast live. All events 
will be taped and held back for 
as long as a day in order to 
place them in the biggest prime- 
time viewing slot, according to 
thestandard.com. NBC will also 
wait to post results on its Web 
site until after they have been 
viewed on television. 
Corporate TV finances the 
Olympic Games, and the IOC 
has asserted if the Internet 
undercuts broadcasts, it 
inevitably hurts subsidies ath- 
letic programs depend on. 
We should not forget how- 
ever, the Olympics are just as 
much, if not more, about spirit 
than about money. Money can 
be poured into athletic facilities 
and programs and uniforms, 
but the human spirit is what 
pushes an athlete to train. 
Spirit and Surprises 
Through all sorts of adversi- 
ty, these athletes have never 
stopped striving for their best. 
When we get ready for the 
Olympics we get ready for the 
individual stories of the athletes 
just as much as we get ready for 
the events. 
Perhaps one of the best 
examples of what the Olympic 
spirit should be all about is the 
story of two young girls vying 
for a place on the U.S. Tae- 
kwondo team. Twenty-year-old 
Esther Kim gave up a spot on 
the team so that her injured best 
friend, 18-year-old Kay Poe, 
could go to Sydney. 
Another interesting develop- 
ment includes North and South 
Korea deciding to march into 
the stadium as one Korea, 
although they will compete in 
separate uniforms, according to 
cbs.sportsline.com. 
Making Va. Proud 
Sydney will host a number 
of Virginia natives such as 
LaTasha Colander-Richardson, 
originally from Portsmouth, 
Allen Johnson from Burke, 
Bryan Woodward from 
Arlington and Lawrence 
Johnson from Chesapeake in 
track and field events. 
Tom Dolan from Arlington, 
Ed Moses from Burke, and 
Rada Owen from Chesterfield 
will compete in swimming 
events. Representing Virginia in 
rowing are Sean Hall from 
Arlington, and Nick Peterson 
from Alexandria, who will both 
compete in the quad sculls. 
Equestrian Allison Firestone 
from Upperville will compete in 
show jumping and Miami Heat 
center Alonzo Mourning, origi- 
nally from Chesapeake, will 
compete for USA men's 
basketball. 
On the Homefront 
Marion Jones will attempt to 
win a historic five gold medals 
in the 100 meters, 200 meters, 
4xl00-meter relay, 4x400-meter 
relay and the long jump. She 
will have to run 10 races includ- 
ing the qualifying heats, and 
jump nine times. 
Q.000 oly w/pics 
Friday, 9/15 6:oo-io:oopm      Opening 
Saturday, 9/16      io:ooam-i2:oo      M/W Swi 
io:ooam-i :30pm   W-Triath 
io:3oam-i:oopm    M Gymn 
5:30pm M Socce 




12:30pm  M Triatr 
11:45am    W Gymr 
W Softb 
3:30pm     M Baset 
W Socce 
 M Baskc 
7:oopm-9:oopm    M/W bv 










n:ooam-5:oopm     M/W Si. 
2:l)opm-5:oopm     WArch 
7 :D opjii-i aip'ypm WJlea.fr 
b iiA>oam-5:oopm      M/W   Si 
7?oopm-io:oopm M Indiv 
n:ooam-5:oopm     M/W Si 






All events will1 
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ames2000 999 
s directing their attention toward the land down 
te tool of procrastination: The Olympics 
/riter Kathleen Reuschle 
Maurice Greene is after the 
gold in the 100 meters, while 
Michael Johnson, if everything 
goes right, should take the gold 
in the 400. 
An interesting tidbit, US. 
representation in the 800 meters 
includes Hazel Clark, Jearl 
Miles Clark and Joetta Clark 
Diggs, women who share not 
only the same coach, but also 
the same family! Hazel and 
Joetta are sisters, and Jearl is 
their sister-in-law. 
In the 1500 meters will be 
Suzy Hamilton, who currently 
holds the fastest time in the 
world in that event. Gail 





r, USA vs. CMR 
jtball, USA vs. KOR 
hlon 
nasties 
•all. USA vs. CAN 
>alL USA vs. JPN 
tt% tJSA vs. CHN 






ingles Tennis, M Doubles 
t All-Around Gymnastics 
ingles & Doubles Tennis 
v. All-Around Gymnastics 
rack and Field 




be broadcast on NBC 
events, go to www.smh.com.au/olympics/ n 
Devers will be back for the 100- 
meter hurdles. Stacy Dragila 
will compete in the women's 
pole vault debut at the games. 
Christine Clark will run the 
marathon. 
On the men's side, John 
Cape, Floyd Heard and Coby 
Miller will run the 200 meters 
minus Michael Johnson and 
Maurice Greene, who both 
failed to qualify. Standout Gabe 
Jennings will run the 1500, 
while Colorado's Adam 
Goucher will compete in the 
5000. Our men's marathon run- 
ner is Rod DeHaven. Tom 
Pappas will compete in the 
decathalon, but will have a hard 
time against Czech Republic's 
Tomas Dvorak, the world 
record holder. 
Ones to Watch 
Favorites from around the 
world are Morocco's Hicham El 
Guerrouj in the 1500 meters. In 
Atlanta he fell with less than a 
lap to go as he made his move 
against Algeria's Noureddine 
Morceli. This year his prepara- 
tion and 3:27.65 time from 
Seville last year make him the 
man to beat. Time magazine's 
Rod Usher wrote, "El Guerrouj 
would have finished roughly 
110 meters ahead of Roger 
Bannister, had the first man to 
break the four-minute-mile bar- 
rier been time transported to 
Rome from chilly 1954 
England." In Rome last year, El 
Guerrouj set the current 3:43.13- 
mile record. He hasn't lost a 
race since 1997. 
Cathy Freeman of Australia 
is a favorite in the 400 meters 
and Jan Zelezny of the Czech 
Republic should reign in the 
javelin, as he has two golds 
already. Ethiopia's Haile 
Gebrselassie is predicted to win 
the 10,000 meters. 
In women's gymnastics, 
everyone is looking at reigning 
world champion Romania, with 
Russia closing in. The Ukraine 
is almost guaranteed to provide 
another individual all-around 
champion again as they have in 
the past with Tatiana Gutsu and 
Lilia Podkopayera. This year, 
Viktoria Karpenko is the 
favorite. The U.S. team is young 
with only Dominique Dawes 
and Amy Chow returning from 
the Atlanta team. Elise Ray and 
Kristen Maloney are the new 
standouts, but the entire team 
finished a mere sixth at the 
world championships in 1999. 
The swimming competition 
in Sydney belongs to Australia's 
Ian Thorpe who will compete in 
the 400 meters, the 4xl00-meter 
freestyle, the 200 meters, and 
the 4x200-meter freestyle. 
According to Time, U.S. record 
holder Klete Kellar would trail 
Thorpe by 11 meters in the 400. 
China's Fu Mingxia will 
return in the diving competition 
after taking some time off. After 
doubling in Atlanta, she is look- 
ing to do well again in the 
springboard and synchronized 
springboard competition. 
Wrestler Alexander Karelin 
of Russia has a 13-year winning 
streak and has forced U.S. 
champion Matt Ghaffari into a 0 
for 22 record against him. This 
year Rulon Gardner will wrestle 
with him in what Karelin has 
ruled for so long; the Greco- 
Roman super heavyweight cat- 
egory. 
Germany's Ralf Schumann, 
a 28-time World Cup winner, is 
expected to win the rapid fire 
pistol competition. 
Felix Savon of Cuba is the 
favorite in heavyweight boxing. 
And as certain as getting the 
gold is for some nothing is a 
guarantee. Buzzers and clocks 
remain neutral and are some- 
times arbitrary. Points some- 
times come in the form of mira- 
cles. Eagerly awaited, the 
Summer Olympics are quickly 
approaching and together we 
wait for history to be made 
yet again. 
. r 
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing 
"a unique and exciting! 
ATOUi 
£      OF THE 
EARTH 
Check outdurHUSE selection oi 
| NEW and "GENTtY WORN" CLOTHING for FALL. F 
Just in tin^i for those chilly 
morning walks across campus! 
163 South Main Street -432-1594 for Hours and Information 
Tapestries   •    Drums 
Show 'em yon care 
<.CC 





Featuring close-outs from 
the grocery industry that 
SAVE YOU MONEY 
New items aniving constantly. All 
items 100% satisfaction guaranteed. 
We Accept Food Stamps 
Be a Sharp Shopper and 
Squeeze Your Hard Earned 
Grocery Dollars 





Means more opportunity to SAVE! 
Mon.-Fri. 8:00 am. to 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Sunday. CLOSED 
"The Invisible Secretary" 
Lenore A. Dowds 
455 Eckert Circle 
Harnsonburg,VA2280l 
Tel.   540 • 442*1299 
Fax. 540* 442*8700 
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES 
• Reports /Thesis / Editing 
• Resumes / Cover Letters 
• Desktop Publishing 
• Brochures / Graphics 
• Proposals / Contracts 
• Manuals / Manuscripts 








BE A SHARP SHOPPER 
Share your overseas photos 
for a chance to win! 
Contest Rules: 
•Entries cannot be larger than 
4"x6" 
•Entries can be b&w or color 
•Photo must have been taken in a 
country other than the USA! 
•No more than three entries per 
person 
•Entries must be received by the 
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4 
p.m. on Thursday, September 21! 
V& 
^w A,* i* 
3tA* i\a«* 
&0& \\ Winning entries will be on display in Carrier Library during JMU's 
third annual International Week 
(Sept.23-0ct.2)! 
For complete details, visit the photo contest website at 
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek2000/photocontest/ 
Sl\' LIZ 
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Punk, funk and Java jolt 
Artful Dodger and WXJM join forces to 
bring new rock to the coffeehouse scene 
Below 
"[The vision is] a diverse gathering, 
sharing a common interest of music." 
KAI SAFRAN, GRADUATE STUDENT 
See story page 27 
WXJM jams up your 
ix at the Dodger 
BY JESSICA TYLER 
contributing writer 
The music wafting out of The 
i Artful Dodger last Monday night 
may not be what many are 
accustomed to hearing from the 
I local coffee shop. A change has 
taken place, making the usual 
I rustic sound not the only music 
I served with your coffee. 
WXJM    and    The    Artful 
I Dodger are teaming up to bring 
[area bands, currently indie pop 
rock, to the popular coffee shop. 
The Artful Dodger had previ- 
Dusly hosted some WXJM func- 
tions, most of which were 
lacRock performers. Now, how- 
ver, the coffee shop and WXJM 
have scheduled shows on a more 
consistent basis.    " 
John Gawthrop, manager of 
he Artful Dodger, said he is eager 
> be more involved with JMU. 
ROCKIN' SHOWS TO CATCH 
Sept 15     River Cit\ 
and Skyline Awake (J 
Crossed Out Heirs 
! The Little Grill 
JSept. 19   J-Rawls, The Selby Tigers 
fend Radio 4 @ The Artful Doger 
(Oct. 19   Mercury Program, Incadessa 
pnd Engine Down @ The Artful Dodger 
"I think there needs to be a 
bigger connection between 
downtown Harrisonburg and 
the school," he said. 
Gawthrop also said he 
believes that the location of a uni- 
versity can often make or break 
the success of the school in stu- 
dent's eyes. For this reason, "The 
Dodger is interested in being 
involved with JMU, ensuring 
that downtown serves as an 
asset, rather than detraction from 
the university." 
WXJM is just as excited 
about the alliance. Senior Lau- 
rel Deppen, Big Events Coordi- 
nator for WXJM, praised The 
Artful Dodger for its involve- 
ment, citing convenience as "its 
greatest asset. It is such a great 
venue, it's accessible and the 
staff is wonderful." She 
stressed the supportive nature 
of the coffee shop in 
hosting bands from all 
over Virginia. Both par- 
ties indicated that they 
intend to make this col- 
laboration an ongoing 
event. 
The Artful Dodger staff 
said they plan to host 
shows for WXJM about 
two times a month. 
Gawthrop said he enjoys 
having different musi- 
cians represented due to 
the diversity it 
brings in clien- 
tele. Further, he 
said he hopes to 
include bands 
that are not just 
rock, using this 
connection with 
WXJM to diver- 





took place Mon- 
day night. Tim 
Westberg, a solo 
acoustic gui- 
tarist from JMU, 
opened the 
evening. He was 
followed by 
Submerge, Rich- 
mond, an indie 
pop-rock group 
who just produced their second 
album. Schervo, a band from 
DC, finished the evening up with 
more rock. 
WXJM and The Artful Dodger 
said that students should expect 
performances to continue for at 
least the next two months. Sept. 19 
features J-Rawls from Richmond 
(formerly known as LazyCain), 
the Selby Tigers, and Radio 4. Oct 
19 features Mercury Program, 
Incadessa and Engine Down 
JESSICA CHiLES/contributinx photographer 
Submerge, a Richmond Band rocked to a full house at the Artful Dodger Monday 
night. This was the first installment of the Dodger's musical collaboration with WXJM. 
(from DC. and Harrisonburg). 
WXJM will also be featuring 
River City High, Crossed Out 
Heirs, and Skyline Awake this 
Friday, Sept. 15 at the Little Grill. 
Doors will open at 9 p.m. and the 
show is scheduled to begin at 
9:30 p.m. 
All shows at The Dodger will 
start at 10 p.m. and will run from 
$2 to $5 with all proceeds going 
to the bands. For more informa- 
tion about booking, e-mail Laurel 
Deppen at silverleafbooking@hot- 
mail.com. 
For those who like The Artful 
Dodger's typically tranquil set- 
ting, fear not. Dodger employees 
said they want to maintain cur- 
rent clientele while simultane- 
ously welcoming new music 
fans. "The new line- up of per- 
formers is a means to diversify 
The Artful Dodger, welcoming 
coffee-drinkers with a variety of 
interests," Gawthrop said. 
[Richmond Ballet dances a 'Cinderella' story 
M* »1 L \ 
m 
, >< 










BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI 
contributing writer 
Whimsical and classic, 
modern and spicy, Rich- 
mond Ballet's "Dreams 
Come True 2000 Tour" will 
offer a colorful spectrum of 
pieces on Saturday, Sept.16 
at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. 
Founded in the late 
1950s by local dance enthu- 
siasts, the Richmond Ballet 
has earned increasing 
national attention for the 
quality and impact of its 
outreach programs, partic- 
ularly its innovative 
"Minds in Motion," a suc- 
cessful educational pro- 
gram in area elementary 
schools founded by the 
company's Artistic Direc- 
tor, Stoner Winslett. As the 
Photo Courtesy«/SUZANNA GRANDIS State Ballet of Virginia, it 
the Richmond Ballet will perform "Nuevo Tango," above, Pr°duces dance programs 
"i part of thier show at JMU on Saturday. for approximately 50,000 
people annually in Rich- 
mond and on tour 
throughout Virginia and 
the nation. 
At JMU, the Ballet will 
perform an eclectic assort- 
ment of company favorites 
and one world premiere in 
a "varied performance that 
delivers bang for your 
buck," said Jennifer 
Mackenzie, Media Rela- 
tions Manager for Rich- 
mond Ballet. 
The tour opens with a 
piece titled "Djangolo- 
goy," what the company 
calls "a laugh-out-loud, 
toe-tapping mix of pan- 
tomime and audience 
interaction." Set to the 
music of Django Rein- 
hardt, this whimsical 
number includes recog- 
nizable, old-fashioned 
jazz tunes. 
"Runaway Horses," a 
very modern piece choreo- 
graphed by local talent 
Chris Bumside, presents an 
all-male barefoot ensemble. 
This very powerful, cutting- 
edge piece is a "frenzied 
force of physical effort. " 
Switching gears yet 
again, the Richmond 
Ballet continues with 
"Nuevo Tango." As its 
name implies, this non- 
traditional ballet choreo- 
graphed by William S 
oleau is sexy, strong and 
fun. Dancers explore 
various male and female 
relationships in their 
spicy interactions with 
each other. 
"This is a huge time for 
Richmond Ballet," Macken- 
zie said, as its own "dreams 
come true" with the dance 
company's grand opening 
in its newly renovated, 
53300 square-foot home in 
downtown Richmond. 
To celebrate, the Ballet 
plans to debut "Cinderel- 
la," an enchanting fairy tale 
brought to life through the 
original choreography of 
Malcolm Burn, ballet mas- 
ter and artistic associate. 
"Cinderella" will premiere 
in its entirety to Richmond 
audiences on Sept. 23. 
However, on Sept. 16, JMU 
audiences will have the rare 
opportunity to preview an 
excerpt. "Cinderella: Pas de 
Deux" is a romantic duet 
between Cinderella and her 
prince, adding grace and 
charm to the "Dreams 
Come True Tour 2000." 
Tickets for the Rich- 
mond ballet are $10 with 
JAC, $20 for the general 
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Need Cash? 
ATM Inside 
place to get cash 
24 Hours 
533 University Blvd. • 574-3072 
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178 
STUDENT MANAGERS NEEDED 
For the Women's Basketball Team 
JJ&. Making it easier everyday! 
High school basketball 
playing or managerial 
experience preferred. 
For more info: 
Contact Coach Russ 
Sarfaty at 568-6513 
or stop by the 
Convo, Rm. 115 
d 
It looks like the perfect d. 
The only problem is, it's a p. 
It's dyslexia. A reading disability where some 
kids confuse their d's with p's, b's and q's. 
But, with help most of these kids can go on to do 
well in school. Call 1-888 GR8 MIND now. 




Rrictiint UK Jwnra Madtsoo Untrndty - 





Check ou( our New 
Animdi of the 
war and Peace 
arrangements.   It 
consists of a Beta 
fish in a glass vase 
with a Peace lily 
growing out of the 
water, bend one to a 
friend or get one for 
your apartment or 
dorm room today! 
ptMt 
fLOBIST 
600 F University Blvd. 
Next to Costco 
433-3352 
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HORIZONS 
• Employment opportunities 
for JMU faculty and students 
• Groc? Program Facilities 
winterized cabins, pool, high & 
low ropes course and more! 
Camp & Conference Facility        • **•? drive from JMU 
Take advantage of the fall weather... 
Ride the Massanutten mountains! 
• Trail rides available for groups 
or individuals - 
• Western riding lessons - learn on 
great horses by experienced instructors 






3586 Horizons Way 




CJimple <jleasMres (^al< 
GREAT FOOD 
REASONABLY PRICED 
Make reservations for parents weekend now! 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
• care packages Hours: 
• gift certificates Mon - Thurs  Open 11 -4pm 
• lunch/dinner hours Fri & Sat  Open 11 -9pm 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 
DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE 
498clLmmi¥






.  ,.   :■■:,   .  ,..■■■ 
acio 
Open 7 Days A Week 
if EmergTCare 
775 Cantrell Ave. 
(next to Hardees) 
432-9996 
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away 
And You Need Treatment For: 
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono 
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing 
Lacerations 
Mon. - Fri. 
8 a.m. - 8 p.m 
Sat. 
10 a.m. -6 p.m 
Sun. 
1 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
with X-ray lab on premises 
EMERGICARE 
Where Patients are Sending Their Friends 
No Appointment Necessary 
All Major bank cards accepted 
and we will file your insurance 
claim for you! 
EventCenter 
Calendar of Events 
You may not get to every event 
but at least you can sav 
P.    *.**M.msmj      M.M.-K* «,    C^-**%,     \.-KJ     Vf VX   V 
: 
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it's not for everyone, but that's 
e pom 
In Army ROTC you'll push yourself. Test your limits. And in 
the process, learn how to think on your feet and be a good 
leader. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for 
an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone." 
ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take. 
Challenge Yourself 
Contact MAJ Love at 568-6094 
Science & Engineering 





Guf»«c* W«rt»r» C«n»«f t 
;jt*{ 
On-the-Spot Job Offers! 
For Registration & Details:  www.nswc.havy.mil 
Saturday, September 30, 2000 
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgrcn Division 
IDs Conference Center - Building 216 
Dahlgren, Virginia 










<7Kxit(xentic T'aste oft fie Orient 
Dine-In or Carry-Out   •••   Cocktails Catering 
Dine In Our NEW Improved 
Atmosphere with Expanded 
Salad, Fruit & Dessert Bar 
Offering Delectable 
New Additions to our 
Lunch & Dinner Buffet Everyday 
or Full Menu 
Daily Lunch Buffet    11 am - 3 pm Daily 
Dinner Buffet 5pm - 9pm Daily 
US Citizenship Required!        NSWCDD is an Equal Opportunity Employer 
FREE Egg Rolls' w/ Orders Over SI 0.00 
FREE Combination Fried Rice' w/ Orders Over $20.00 
FREE General Tso's Chicken wf Orders Over $30.00 
'Applies to Take Out Orders Only * Excludes Delivery Services 
Not Valid With Other Offers 
Offer Expires October 31,2000 





E. Market St. 
Spotswood Valley Sq. 
Near Kroger - H'burg 




Delivery Available Through "Dinner-To-Go" Call 438-9993 
81- 
University Blvd.- 
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Peacefest 2000 grooves Godwin 
BY KELLY SCOTT 
contributing writer 
Follow your ears to Godwin field 
for Peacefest 2000 this Saturday. 
The festival will feature a wide- 
variety of live musical talent, as 
well as informative booths run by 
student organizations. 
Sponsored by WXJM, the uni- 
versity program board, the 
Student Government Associa- 
tion  and  the  Progressive 
Coalition, Peacefest 2000 
will   incorporate  bands 
from  a wide local region. 
Just   a    few   of   the 
groups scheduled to play 
are Infectious Organisms, 
a   Richmond   hip-hop 
band that UPB brought 
to campus earlier this 
semester;   Meleket,    a 
Washington D.C. reggae 
band; Trilogy Records, a 
hip hop and Go Go band; 
and Radford University's 
Papa Funk who performed 
at Mainstreet Bar and Grill 
recently,   a   "jam-jazz-funk    'r\ •, 
band" according to graduate stu-   ^& 
dent Kai Safran, WXJM deejay and      *SQ 
organizer of the event. *t\, 
The Peacefest, which began last 
spring, was a vision of former student, 
Jake Adams, founder of the JMU 
Baha'i Club. Safran decided to contin- 
ue Adams' idea of "a diverse gather- 
ing, sharing a common interest of 
music." 
''"Hi '°r artist 
Safran said he added club infor- 
mation tables to promote more stu- 
dent participation and "reach out to 
the diversity of the campus." 
During the concert, clubs and orga- 
nizations   will   have   information 
booths on Godwin field. 
Peacefest appealed to a vari- 
ety of organizations, many of 
which assisted in putting 
together last year's event 
including, EARTH, the 
Yoga club, Students for a 
Free  Tibet,   Amnesty 
International, Harmo- 
ny, Equal, the Ba'hai 
club and others. 
While      the 
music is the main 
attraction of Peace- 
fest, the event will 
also feature deejays 
mixing on the side 
and drum   circles for 
which WXJM invites 
guests  to come  pre- 
pared and join in.  In 
the event of rain, Peace- 
fest will move to 141  W. 
Grattan Street. 
Any organizations inter- 
ested in being a part Peacefest 
can contact Kai Safran by e-mail at 
devdung@excite.com. 
Pause before going the 'Way of the Gun' 
BY CARRIE DODSON 
contributing writer 
"Way of the Gun" is a 
wild car chase through the 
lives of several self-pro- 
nounced criminals that 
intertwine way too much to 
make sense. 
It is a strange attempt at 
the dark crime/psychological 
thriller that cannot resist 
comparison to "The Usual 
Suspects" and "Pulp Fiction." 
However, first-time director 
Christopher McQuarrie (who 
also wrote "The Usual Sus- 
pects") seems to have missed 
a few key elements that 
brought the success of these 
similar movies. 
Parker (Ryan Phillipe) 
and Longbaugh (Beniciodel 
Toro) are business associ- 
ates, to say the least. Their 
latest venture — kidnapping 
the pregnant surrogate 
mother of a wealthy crime 
boss. How these two became 
acquainted or better yet, 
how they entered the world 
of crime is beyond me. Beni- 
cio del Toro plays the part 
magnificently, though remi- 
niscent of his role as the 
mumbling Fenster in "The 
Usual Suspects." Ryan 
Phillipe, however, was terri- 
bly wrong for the part of 
Parker, lending a strange 
mixture of hardened crimi- 
nal and sensitive tough guy 
to the role that simply was- 
n't convincing. 
The kidnapped woman, 
Robin (Juliette Lewis), is, 
unbeknownst to the despera- 
dos, carrying the child of Mr. 
Chidduck (Scott Wilson), a 
marvelously rich money 
launderer. Chidduck's wife, a 
cool young blonde named 
Francesca, physically repre- 
sents pure evil in the film, yet 
her character is never fully 
developed. She simply 
lingers in the shadows and 
hears all of the goings-on of 
the villians' secret plot, much 
like Batman. 
It is impossible to explain 
much of the film's plot with- 
out giving anything away 
because there are so many 
unexpected twists. Parker and 
Longbaugh take Robin and 
hold her for ransom, but soon 
her impending delivery com- 
plicates the matter. Everyone 
ends up in Mexico where vio- 
lence occurs and secret inter- 
connections amongst charac- 
ters are revealed. 
"Way of the Gun" has too 
many characters and too 
much plot to make it compre- 
hendible, much less success- 
ful. As a first time director, 
McQuarrie probably had 
many notions of the things he 
had always wanted to include 
in his film, but including 
them all in one was overkill. 
Numerous interminglings of 
characters and events result- 
ed in a plot that was con- 
trived and unbelievable. 
Though "Way of the Gun" 
had many poor qualities, it 
still had its high points. Aside 
from being extremely funny in 
certain moments, it was a 
visually interesting film. The 
cinematography was excellent, 
and the southwestern setting 
was perfect for the action. 
In most cases, other than 
the aforementioned Phillipe, 
the acting was accurate and 
well done, especially by 
James Caan who plays Joe 
Sarno, one of Mr. Chidduck's 
business partners, otherwise 
know as the "bag man." 
"Way of the Gun" is a 
commendable effort by a first 
timer but nonetheless, it 
searches for balance. 
Rsk Rose 
Need Advice? 
(Drop your questions off in the 
Breeze office or e-mail Rose at 
roseknowsl @ hotmail.com 
Rose Knows 
Club Sbo+CiQh*: 
Check out the Ba((roo(v> an</ Folk 
t>ar\ce C(uf? Friday frotv> 7 -9 p.t*. 
if) Downtown Court Square* 
Lesson* wTM also fre offered 
'West Wing' 
takes nine 
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO 
senior writer 
Who is more powerful? The Presi- 
dent of the United States or the leader 
of the mafia? Well Sunday night 
proved that no wise guy could match 
the President as "The West Wing" 
cleaned up with nine awards at the 
52nd Annual Prime time Emmy 
Awards, while leaving "The: Sopra- 
nos" out to sing in the cold. 
Gary Shandling successfully hosted 
the night, as his jokes about his own 
Emmy disses amongst other things 
made the show go by fast — it clocked 
in at three hours. Shandling's hosting 
did keep viewers in their seats, as 
ABC's telecast garnered the best rat- 
ings in 14 years for the Emmy Awards; 
an estimated 21.6 million viewers 
watched it. 
"Will and Grace," swept through 
the comedy category and took home 
three awards, including Outstanding 
Supporting Actor to Sean Hayes who 
plays Jack McFarland, Outstanding 
Supporting Actress to Megan Mullally 
who plays Karen Walker, and Out- 
standing Comedy Series. 
In his final season on "Spin City," 
Michael J. Fox took home the award 
for best leading actor in a comedy 
series. Fox ended his reign on the 
show last season to spend more time 
with his family and to help fight 
against Parkinson's disease, which he 
has been diagnosed with. This was 
Fox's third Emmy; he won two previ- 
ously during his stint as Alex Keaton 
on "Family Ties." 
This was "The West Wing's" first 
year both on the air and with Emmy 
nominations, however they made sure 
it was a memorable one as the NBC 
drama raked in a record-setting nine 
trophies in its freshman year. The pre- 
vious Emmy record was eight awards, 
which was set by "ER" and "Hill Street 
Blues" (both in their rookie seasons). 
The political drama set the tone 
early in the night as Richard Schiff and 
Allison Janney both won for Outstand- 
ing supporting roles in a drama. Along 
with taking home top directing and 
writing props, the White House-based 
drama ended up taking home the 
major award in the end, Outstanding 
Drama Series. 
This left HBO's "The Sopranos," a 
big winner at last years awards, har- 
monizing the blues. The critically 
acclaimed mobster drama went into 
the night with a good head of steam; it 
tied "The West Wing" for the most 
nominations with 18. However, only 
James Gandolfini was successful, as he 
took home the Emmy for Best Leading 
Actor in a drama series. 
Their shutout was a surprise; the 
show is heralded by critics across the 
board and is the reason HBO's sub- 
scription rate significantly increases 
when "The Sopranos" season starts 
each year. 
In the end, NBC was the big winner 
as it earned 23 Emmys, compared with 
HBO's 20, ABC's 15, FOX's 11 and only 
7 for CBS. 
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The proudest Mexican Restaurant in the Valley 
Proud of tKelargest South of the Border Menu 
Proud of our delightful dfnina setting 
Proud of our 8.75 any lunch with beverage I ucsday lunch special 
Come fn for Qreal Thursday Specials 
33 person party roont perfect for parents weekend 




• Tarol Cards • Psychic Palm 
ami Angel Readiiujs 
MONICA will help you find a higher 
level of fulfillment at conquering 
your dreams and desires in Love. 
She will enter your Aura and 
Lnergy of vibrations through the 
spiritual realm of CS.P. She can 
bring forward your soul mate, 
enhance your career and brighten 
your health. MONICA holds the key 
to overcome all obstacles & condi- 
tions that may be part of your life. 
I oi \p|ii. Call 
r.tiiuL'-ir.n   • 
-Tl« S. Main St. Ulnim 
i 
'o'bh - 4 7. 
With free personal voicemail, 
at least you'll get the whole message. 
Ashby Crossing 
1191 Devon Lane • Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
888.999.1579 • 540.432.1001 
www.collegepark.org t^ 
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The New Latinaires 3 
The San Francisco label 
Ubiquity continues in the suc- 
cessful tradition of their previ- 
ous compilations. The New 
Latinaires series showcases the 
hottest in Latin, jazz, electronic 
and club music. 
The CD manages to blend 
all the ingredients into a rich 
mix of deep-dish delights. The 
depth of talent and diverse 
lineup of the nine tracks is 
enough to warrant many spins 
for this disc. The New Lati- 
naires smoothly spans genres, 
remixing tunes, until stereo- 
types of musical boundaries 
come crashing down. 
-Reviews by Staff Writer 
Kai Safran 
Twilight Circus Dub Sound System Dub Voyage 
Don't be fooled by the long band name; it's 
just an inside joke from Ryan Moore. He used to 
be the man behind The Legendary Pink Dots so 
this title is another attempt to amuse the audi- 
ence. No surprises from the name either, this 
record is chock full of playfully rich dub tracks. 
Recorded in Amsterdam and Vancouver, two 
perfect places for dub reggae, Twilight Circus 
Dub Sound System lays on the heady drum and 
bass heavy sound. One can only imagine the 
thick clouds of smoke hovering over the studio 
sessions. 
Dub reggae mixes out the vocals, pumps out 
the drum and bass and soothes the listener into 
a catatonic state. There is no other music on the 
planet as calm and ear-pleasing as dub. Twilight 
Circus Dub Sound System is right up there with 
the founding fathers of dub, Lee Perry and Scien- 
tist, who started the sound some decades ago. 
These guys know how to spark the brain cells 
and send the body into the deeply relaxing state. 
T. S. Soundz Typhoon Asha 
Artists from Asia and India are featured 
on this fifteen track compilation on the indie 
label NoVo Arts. Songs such as "Ohm" are 
perfect examples of how traditional instru- 
ments from Eastern culture are mixed with 
foreign vox and electronic technology. The 
hypnotic blend creates an upbeat, dance-able, 
and spiritual listening experience. T. S. 
Soundz consistently offers more than just 
simple world beat techno; the album pushes 
the genres into a new and complex reflection 
of both cosmic and earthy import. 
The duo responsible for the production 
are aware of their place on the world stage 
where all types of music are coming together 
through the advent of new technology. T. S. 
Soundz seamlessly mixes house music, drum 
and bass, spiritual chanting, indigenous tribal 
beats, and indigenous instrumentation into a 
deeply focused album bent on transcending 
all musical genres. 
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«- Cross Country Preview 
Men and women begin their season at the 
Penn State Invitational this weekend. 
Page 35 
"Playing Division-I soccer has 
always been a dream of mine!" 
BETH BURGESS 
senior soccer player, pg. 33 
THIS WEEK IN 
TMU SPORTS 
YWKi, SffT- f>: 
- Men's soccer plays St. 
Louis @ 6 p.m. in the 
Vanderbilt Tournament. 
-Volleyball plays Southern 
Illinois @ 5 p.m. in the 
Kentucky Classic. 
SATURDAY. Sm. 16: 
- Football plays @ 7 p.m. at 
the University of South 
Florida in Tampa, Fla. 
- Women's soccer @ 1 p.m. 
at American University in a 
CAA matchup. 
- Men's and women's cross 
country @ Penn State 
Invitational. 
- Volleyball continues the 
Kentucky Classic against 
Austin Peay @ 10 a.m. and 
Kentucky @ 7 p.m. 
SUNDAY. SFFf. 17: 
- Men's soccer concludes 
the Vanderbilt Tournament 
against Vanderbilt @ 2 p.m. 
- Field Hockey plays @ 4 
p.m. at Duke University. 
TUESDAY. SEPT. ft 
- Women's soccer hosts 
Georgetown University @ 7 
p.m. at the Reservoir Street 
Field. 
- Volleyball hosts Radford 
@ 7 p.m. in Sinclair 
Gymnasium in Godwin Hall, 
WEDNESDAY. SFPT. 2Q 
- Men's soccer hosts St. 
Francis @ 7 p.m. at the 
Reservoir Street Field. 
Arrests cloud Dukes' travel plans 
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL 
assistant sports editor 
Football coach Mickey 
Matthews strolled into the Hall of 
Fame room in the Convocation 
Center on Tuesday for his weekly 
press conference looking like a 
man who could use a vacation. 
Appearing weary and beat, he qui- 
etly answered the usual questions 
regarding this weekend's oppo- 
nent, the Bulls of South Florida. 
When the topic turned to last 
weekend's arrests of junior 
defensive tackles Andrew Owen 
and Luke Young for charges of 
assault and battery, his voice 
grew softer and he answered, rip- 
ping apart a napkin as he spoke. 
"Yeah it's distracting," 
Matthews said. "They have a lot 
friends on this team, it's definite- 
ly a problem ..." 
Because the team didn't prac- 
tice on Monday, Matthews had 
not yet had an opportunity to 
speak to his players, something he 
thinks it will be necessary to do. 
"We'll probably address it," 
Matthews said. "... Obviously it's 
a problem, we've got to do some- 
thing." 
Overshadowed by the week- 
end's events is the fact that this 
Saturday's game against South 
Florida could be the biggest chal- 
lenge the Dukes face all year. 
Last year JMU hosted the Bulls 
and pulled off a 13-3 win. South 
Florida is making a transition into 
I-A and joining Conference-USA 
next season, so Matthews expects 
it to be a tougher challenge this 
time around. 
"They're better on offense," he 
said. "They're just better. The 
quarterback is a year older. 
BRENNA BAfLEYtcontribvting photographei 
Senior Mark Bacote catches a pass in practice. 
XRIS THOMAS//>/w>/« editor 
Sophomore Brannon Goins 
They've got all their kids back 
from last year." 
Last weekend the Bulls visited 
Kentucky and lost 27-9 despite 
playing well. South Florida 
reduced their penalty yards from 
week one by 135 despite playing 
in front of a 63,000-strong Wild- 
cat crowd. The Bulls also man- 
aged to rack up more rushing 
yards then Kentucky, tallying 193 
to the Wildcats'151. 
Stopping the Bulls' potent 
offense with a depleted defense 
will be key for the Dukes. 
With the loss of starter Young 
and reserve Owens, the depth 
and effectiveness of the defensive 
line is in question. Senior John 
Petrunak is returning to the 
Dukes after a shoulder injury, 
and should help fill the gap left 
by the two suspended players. 
The other starting spot could 
potentially go to sophomore 
Noah Wilson, who had a sack in 
liis first game for }MU against 
Liberty Beyond; Petrunak, Wil- 
son and senidr UlrjCk Edmonds, 
the Dikes ,i iren't sure what to do 
an the defensive front. 
"1 don't l&ow what we're 
going to do," Matthews said. "... 
W e re gpin&tQ Ipok at three or 
tour different Jftings." 
Matthews' other concern on 
defensewaS a.) ML secondary 
th.it made some critical;errors in 
zone coverages that allowed for 
some big'plnysby Liberty. 
"Our forte has alwayfc'been 
that We dcWt gwe'fcp big ploys," 
Matthews said. "We gave up 
"in' l>i# >,irJsui big-chunks 
Aside rforn ruminating the 
mental errors it will also be nec- 
essary to do a better job of putting 
pressure on the quarterback than 
they did in the first half of last 
weekend's game. 
"We didn't rush the passer 
very well in the first half," 
Matthews said. "If you don't do 
that, you're going to look like you 
have bad pass defense." 
Offensively, the Bulls are a vet- 
eran crew that have put up some 
impressive numbers this season. 
Rafae Williams leads a rush- 
ing attack that has averaged 211.5 
yards a game and nearly five 
yards per carry through two 
weeks. The South Florida passing 
attack is not as strong, averaging 
just 152.5 yards per game and a 
light 9.8 yards per catch. 
The special teams of the Bulls 
are bolstered by All-American 
kicker Bill Gramatica, who is a 
perfect five-for-five in field goals 
this season while the rest of the 
unit has limited opponents to 
under 25 yards per kick-off return. 
On the defensive side of the 
ball, South Florida features a front 
seven that is quite possibly faster 
than anything the Dukes will face 
this season. 
"I think very much they're like 
looking into a mirror in many 
regards," Matthews said. "They're 
the one team that has the team 
speed to match us. I'm sure they 
feel the same way about us." 
The speed of their front seven 
has allowed the Bulls to limit 
opposing offenses to just 86 yards 
per game on the ground. 
South Florida's pass defense 
has not had as good of a run so 
far. Opponents have averaged 
253 yards per game including 
12.3 yards per catch. 
Offensively, the Dukes don't 
plan on changing much except to 
feature a more balanced attack 
than the 53 run and 13 pass dis- 
play against Liberty. 
"We'll be more balanced," 
Matthews said. "You've got to 
throw the ball against them. 
"We didn't throw the ball 
[against Liberty] because the ball 
was wet and it was obvious that 
they couldn't slow us down 
when we were running the ball." 
One thing they won't see is 
one JMU running back becoming 
the team's feature back. 
Sophomore Brannon Goins 
through two weeks has rushed 
the ball 32 times for 298 yards, an 
average of 9.3 yards per carry. 
Junior B.J. Minor has taken the 
ball 20 times for 157 yards'and 
four touchdowns. Minor had a 
61-yard run versus Lock Haven. 
Both backs are being watched 
carefully by the coaching staff. 
"We're still evaluating our run- 
ning backs because B.J. didn't go 
through spring practice and Bran- 
non was in transition," Matthews 
said. "... Their improvement is 
dramatic over one week and I'm 
sure they will continue." 
The Bulls play their home 
games at Raymond James Stadi- 
um, the home of the Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers, and had 30,000 fans in 
attendance for their home opener. 
Matthews, however, is not con- 
cerned about how his team will 
react to the size of the crowd. 
"I think football players like 
playing in front of big crowds," 
Matthews said. "... You're play- 
ing a I-A team that you have a 
chance to beat. I don't think 
there's anything bad about it." 
ROBERT NATT/senlor photogmpher 
Sophomore B.J. Minor 
mm 
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Walk-in appointments welcome 
Gift certificates available. 
We accept local checks and MC/Visa 
In Town Beh;nd Va 'ey Ma ' Ne»* »o Sprru 
801-8070 
Manicure 
'Includes Parafm Wax 
Pedicure 
.-. :■■ wiirlpool Spa 
Eyebrow 
Open Six Days A Wet k 
Mon-W H'o'" 
. \ ■■     ■ 
____ __^__ 
3311 S. Main St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Alternative clothing, 
lingerie, accessories, videos, 
adult novelties 
Mon-Sat 10 a.m. -9 p.m. 




Present this coupon for a 
FREE FACEPLATE 
in your choice of color, 
when you sisn up for service at 
CELLULARONE 
Exclusive Student Calling Plans! 
Better Coverase • Better Service • Better Value 
Visit our convenient 
Harrisonburg locations: 






(near Belk Court) 
433-0550 








Some restrictions apply 
WIN ATRIP 
FOR TWO TO 
AFRICA 
This year the cast of MTV's 
The Real World' went to Africa. 
Now you can too! 
Enter for a chance to win at your 
local Council Travel office or at 
counciltravel.com 





No Purchase Necessary Open to residents of U.S., 
between the ages ot 18 and 35 asot 9/5/00. Void 
where prohWted See agency tor Official Rules or go 
10 counciltravel com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00 
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SPORTS 
Harrisonburg Baptist Church 
] Students come out and sing with 
the College Chorale 
Meets Sunday nights at 6:30pm 
Any questions please contact 
David Williams, Minister of Music   • 
Worship Services: 
Sunday 8:30am & 11am A'l'X lA^fs 
Sunday School 9:45am    ,ni c   w     c 7 501 bo. Main Street 
(Just a few short blocks from JMU) 
__ www.harrisonburgbaptist.com 
THE VALLEY'S SUPER STORE 
EVERY STUDENT GETS 
10% OFF EVERY 
ITEM ALL THE TIME W/ |AC! 
*DOES NOT INCLUDE SALE MERCHANDISE 
432-1500     LOCATED IN VALLEY MALL 
The Purple Dawg 
Welcomes You Back. 
With a Discount! 
Buy Any Large Pizza 
at Regular Price 
Get Any 2nd Pizza of 
Equal OR Lesser Value 
1/2 Price 
Offer Expires 9/30/00 
Purple Dawg Pizza 
Port Republic Road 
438-9620 
Sunday 
FOXfield      September 
Races     24th 
ATTENTION JMU STUDENTS 
I nfield spots available at 
University Outpost 
Port Republic Road 
(540)432-0287 
www.foxfieldraces.com 
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Former walk-on has Dukes ready 
for another run at the NCAAs 
Senior came from club soccer as a freshman to becoming a tri-captain as a senior 
BY DREW WILSON 
contributing writer 
Succeeding in life is all about 
making the most out of an 
opportunity. 
Fifth-year senior Beth 
Burgess has done just that. 
From playing club soccer 
her first year at JMU, and 
making the varsity team as a 
walk-on her second year, to 
finally starting her fourth year 
and becoming a tri-captain her 
fifth year, Burgess has defi- 
nitely made the most of her 
opportunities. 
According to Burgess, her 
introduction to the game of soc- 
cer is somewhat unusual. 
"It is kind of embarrassing," 
Burgess said. "My friends and I 
all had boyfriends who were 
good friends and they were 
playing traveling soccer. We 
were all wondering what was so 
great about playing soccer and 
being gone every weekend." 
That led the young, teenaged 
Burgess and her friends to sign 
up for a league. 
"The team that we were on 
ended up being a really good 
team," she said. "I just fell in 
love with the game. I had done 
all the girl stuff like ballet and 
jazz, but I had never really been 
into sports." 
The Richmond native played 
at James River High School 
before coming to JMU. Once 
here, she didn't even try out for 
the varsity team. Instead, she 
played on the club team as a 
freshman. 
It was not until her second 
year that she tried out for the 
varsity team. 
"When I came here, I defi- 
nitely had no intentions to try to 
walk on to the team," Burgess 
said. "But I tried out through a 
lot of encouragement from 
coaches. Playing Division I soc- 
cer has always been a dream of 
mine. 
"I found out I had made the 
team when the coach called and 
left a message on my machine 
saying they wanted to try to 
keep me on the team for a little 
while and see how it goes." 
Coach Dave Lombardo said, 
"Beth is a great success story. 
She made the team as a walk- 
on, and did not get to play 
much in her first two years. She 
probably had lots of cause for 
self-doubt, but she stayed with 
it. It was an interest on her part 
to get better." 
Burgess didn't immediately 
gel with the rest of the team. 
"At first I felt like a walk-on," 
Burgess said. "It took me a while 
to feel like I was really part of 
the team. I felt like I was really 
far behind. Other girls had been 
playing since they were five or 
six years old, and I did not start 
until I was 13 or 14." 
To improve her game, 
Burgess stayed after practice a 
lot and received help from the 
coaches. 
"Beth's strongest dimension 
is her drive and determination," 
Lombardo said. "She always 
gives a strong effort in games as 
well as in practice and she hates 
to lose." 
After not playing much in 
her first two seasons, Burgess 
got her chance last year. Her 
breakthrough performance 
was against the University of 
Virginia when she came off the 
bench to score two go^ls, 
which turned out to be game- 
winners. 
After that game, she began to 
get more playing time and even- 
tually earned some starts. 
"Going into preseason last 
year, I was kind of unsure where 
my place was going to be," she 
said. "I was not sure if I was 
going to get playing time, but I 
thought there might be some 
openings, but I was not sure." 
This season, Burgess was 
named a tri-captain and locked 
down her position as a starting 
forward, while also playing 
some mid-field. 
"If you do something wrong 
she's like 'don't worry, you'll do 
better next time,'" freshman 
Heidi Gribble said. "She just 
makes you want to go out and 
play." 
According to Lombardo, 
Burgess makes a good captain 
because she leads by example 
and is a good team player. 
"She is a vocal leader and she 
is always talking to other players 
and getting them going," he 
said. 
"So far this season, she has 
been playing well, but she has 
not put up the numbers that we 
hoped she would have as 
of now, but she will 
come out of it," 
Lombardo contin- 
ued.   "But   as   a 
team, our forwards 
have not been play- 
ing well. Because 
of injuries, people 
are playing out 
of position and 
we have had a 
hard stretch of 
games too." 
Burgess 
agreed with her 
coach's   assess- 
ment. 
"I am not 
doing  as 
well as I 
would like to be doing," she 
said. "As a team, we are 
struggling because we are 
young and have not played 
together that much. But we 
are close off the field and we 
are getting better everyday." 
Off the field, Burgess is cur- 
rently in graduate school at 
JMU. She stayed an extra semes- 
ter in order to play out the last 
season of her eligibility. 
"I came back because I love 
soccer," she said. 
As     an     undergraduate, 
Burgess was majoring in sports 
management, but is now in 
the kinesiology program. 
She  is still  debating 
exactly    what    she 
would like to do. 
"I would love 
to be working for a 
Major League Soc- 
cer team or one of the 
female pro teams that 
are being created," she said. 
In   her   spare   time, 
Burgess likes to hang out 
with her friends, especially 
since this is her last semes- 
ter at JMU. She also likes to 
listen to music and partici- 
pate in outdoor activities. 
According  to  Lombardo, 
Burgess's characteristics as a 
person are similar to those as 
a player. 
"She is very organized, goal 
.. oriented, and responsible," he 
said. 
Burgess and the Dukes travel 
to American this weekend to 
play the Eagles. Their next 
home game is on Wednesday, 
Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. at the Reser- 
voir Street field. 
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VALL£y LANtS 18,000 
PEOPLE WILL SEE 
THIS SPACE 
TODAY 
Shouldn't ijour ad be 
here? 
Call 568-6X27 for advertising informatioa 
to feeze 
Rcmlting (IK JiiiiwsMadison I im.isiiv ' 
community for over 75 yf an. 
THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY! 







• Convenient to Campus 
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus 
service) 
• Reasonable Rates 




The Place to Be! 
• Free Water 
• Microwave 
• Washer & Dryer 
• Dishwasher 
• Individual Leases 
Public transit at 
entrance to help you 
get to campus. 
L   . 
i 1. - it (i 
Il r 
*j*~.m 
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X-Country sets Nationals as 2000's finish line 
Men look to win fourth-straight CAA title; women look to repeat CAA title 
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE 
contributing writer 
That day you had to run a mile 
and a half for your Gen Ed kinesiol- 
ogy class seemed like pure hell. 
Sometimes even the thought of D- 
hall hill has left you catching break- 
fast from your dorm's vending 
machine. Let's face it, you rarely 
venture to the sides of campus other 
majors enjoy. The Music Building, 
Zane Showker and the Modular 
Building seem like different commu- 
nities altogether. 
Perhaps if we were all runners this 
wouldn't be the case. 
In the past three weeks, the JMU cross- 
country program has had guys logging 
up to 280 miles, and women up to 250 
miles, according to coach David Rinker. 
That's like having kinesiology 13 times 
every day. 
The runners are now coming off a 
summer of countless miles by themselves. 
Continuing their training with the team 
back here at JMU, they cover much more 
territory than the perimeter of campus, a 
distance which barely allows for an ade- 
quate warm-up for them. 
These runners venture to the farms of 
Dayton, or to Massanetta Springs, the 
George Washington National Forest, and 
Hillandale and Purcell parks. The rest of 
the time, the pack runs all over Harrison- 
burg, and if you talk to one of them, 
you'll find they probably know local 
streets better than your average pizza 
delivery man; they've covered that much 
territory, that many times. 
This year both teams are missing their 
top two runners from last season. 
On the women's side, seniors Bethany 
Eigel and Heather 
Hanscom have both 
exhausted their 
cross-country eligi- 
bility. The men will 
be losing seniors Ben 
Cooke and David 
Spiller. 
Athletes more 
than capable of fill- 
ing the void are 
senior Keisha Banks, 
who placed second 
at the district meet 
last fall, and junior 
standout Michelle Smith, 
"(Smith has made) a huge jump from 
last year," Rinker said. He added that she 
had a great summer that should make for 
a tremendous season. 
Two of the men picking up the reigns 
dropped by Cooke and Spiller are senior 
Mike Fox and junior Eric Post. 
"Fox and Post are two that can 
run with anyone in the Southeast," 
Rinker said. 
Fox and Post have consistently faced 
down the toughest competition available 
from virtually any school. 
Jokingly, Post often attributes his suc- 
cess, and that of his teammate senior Jason 
Long — who ran in the Olympic Trials this 
past July — to his Puma racing flats. 
"It's all about the Pumas," Post said. 
"I introduced them to 
  [Long]." 
The      cross- 
... As bnv as we do what we can ?ountTy seas°" a'f° has many of JMU s 
sprinters and middle- 
distance runners par- 
ticipating. The cross- 
country season is an 
integral part of there 
training cycle, for 




Matt Thomas and sophomores Maria 
Thomas and Alisha Lewis are all 800- 
meter runners during the track season 
who benefit from the strength and stami- 
na they gain in cross country. While 
stretching for that base, many find them- 
selves making great strides in their long- 
distance ability. 
"Alisha will very possibly run on var- 
sity this year," Rinker said. 
The season begins this weekend 
u 
to get to Nationals... it will just 
help the team that much more 
— Mike Fox 
senior runner 
when both teams head to the Penn 
State Invitational. Teams that placed 
in the top 25 at the national champi- 
onships last year — such as William 
& Mary, University of Michigan and 
Bucknell University — will compete. 
"We try to stay away from the 
Southern schools until the end of 
the season," Rinker said. "We stay 
mostly with the Midwest and 
Northeast. We'll see William & 
Mary several times." 
Right now the Dukes are a little 
weary from such extensive mileage, 
but are looking forward to racing 
just the same. Such fitness runs a 
fine line. 
"You're not going to make an omelette 
without breaking some eggs," Fox said. "As 
you get older you try to handle more miles 
as part of a progression. A lot of people say' 
that can't be good for you,' but if you look 
at the top 30 teams in the nation, you'll see 
they all pretty much do the same thing." 
Fox explained that his comrade 
Post used to be injury prone and was 
forced to keep his mileage down, but 
with Rinker he has been able to raise 
it with few problems. 
"Eric and I both have decided in our 
minds that as long as we do what we can to 
get to Nationals in each and every race, it 
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Buffalo at New York Jets Buffalo Buffalo New York New York Buffalo 
Dallas at Washington Washington Washington Dallas Washington Washington 
Denver at Oakland 











Baltimore at Miami Miami Baltimore Baltimore Miami Baltimore 








Purdue at Notre Dame Purdue Purdue Purdue Notre Dame Purdue 
Michigan at UCLA 
Florida at Tennessee 
Michigan Michigan Michigan UCLA UCLA 
Tennessee Florida Florida Tennessee Florida 
Washington at Colorado Washington Washington Washington Colorado Colorado 
Southern Miss at Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama 
Apparently somebody spoke prematurely when bragging about his posi- 
tioning in the POTW lineup last week, because this time he's riding the pine in 
a tie for second place with the Desert Fox. Tom the Red is relaxing nicely in the 
ship's galley with a tall glass of mead to celebrate his Week Two victory. X con- 
fused us all by once again changing the color of his hair. This week he went 
with a bright blond, but wouldn't comment if that had anything to do with 
Oregon's loss or not. 
But, the biggest surprise of the week came from our guest predictor, Ms. 
Petro, who had the rest of the POTW crew checking their undershorts to make 
sure the contents are still the same as they were in Week One. Congrats Petro, 
you succeeded in taking away our decency, and X's manhood. We'll have to 
wait and see if you get another shot at the coveted POTW Cup. 
Succeeding in his bid to get Petro voted off the POTW island is the man who 
will replace hero, Steve Class. 
Sadly, he and Travis have been in tears the entire week after their good-on- 
paper Redskins lost to the five-field-goal-Lions. The real heartbreak for them 
came when Michael Westbrook went down for the season and, with the aquisi- 
tion of Andre Reed, the Redskins applied for an A ARP membership. 
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Academia Nuts 
I Yo^ WATCHING,- 
I 
LIFESTYLES 
COMICS Seth Casana 
: Mt SHOPP/A/6- 
'9\y \xrrwifiQ\C\  . 
WERE 
W RftK T«C BooK^c 
TO YOU- Fo£L£SS 
rWEUOMC BACK TO THE: g IG ST^TE > 
UNIVERSITY HOME: SHOPPING- WETU/ORK. 
OUR MeXT ITEM is A MUST FOR ALL. 
YOU HOMESK* FRESHMAN REALTZIN"G- 
MOMMY ISN'T COMING- SACK... 
_ 
^Youa \/ERVOWNJ SEir-CAgr 
PACKAGE! YES, FoR ois/LY«N3£,Y'oH 
CAN HAVE THE: THRILL OF I?FCETVIN/G 
A CARE: PACK   IN THE" MIL, :rusr LIKE 
THE ONES YOUR PARENTS I^OUU) SFND 
IF VOU METVKJT A PIECE OF E'L^HTTD'CM 







ON'SIPE, VKU FINPL0TS OF£oop|ES\ 
FOR A FUN SEMESTER: OATMETU, COUGH 
SYRUP, C-AFFI^E PlU-S, NEWPoRTS, FREEZE 
PRiEP ice: CReNM, A Live TROUT, LOCK PICKS, 
iMFLATAgir SHEEP, A SOCK FULL OF QUARTERS, 
ClAZYGLWC AMo OTHER COLLEGE: STAPLES! 
/ORPFR NoW ANJPGETAN APPmof^AL. 
TtfREE FEET OF gEXF JERKY? HERE'S AN" 
AMKJOLWCEMEK/T FOR SFWIORS- REMEMBER 
TO STOP BY THE HEALTH CENTER FOR A 
FULL B0PY CAVITY SEARCH, OR VOU WILL 
Se FiMeP AHp UWA6LE ro GRAPUA FCT. 
^COMING UP,   A SALE ON"  VELCRO COAT 
HANGERS, PERFECT FOR gsu's i/EUfto-o^ 
CLOSETS1.   NeVET?   USE- HOOKS  OR  BAR* 
AGAIN', STAY TH*JCO TO gsu! 
OCL 
ASK OCL, I'm a freshman and I golf. I worked at a country club back 
home and got spoiled with the free use of the 18 holes, practice greens 
and driving range. Where are some of the close driving ranges or courses 
and which ones are cheap?   Can I get there by bus? - W.T.W. 2004 
Sorry, but there are not a whole lot of choices around here and none that the 
bus travels to. There is a driving range south of the Burg off Route 11. As 
for public golf courses, there is one right outside of Harrisonburg off Port 
Republic road as well as courses in New Market and Bryce. If you can wait, 
the City of Harrisonburg has plans for a city course that we are sure the bus 
will run to, but you may need to wait a year or so. Meanwhile there is 
always putt-putt behind the mall! 
ASK OCL, Do we have to pay the rent for the days we did not live in the 
apartment? -Thinking we are getting ripped off 
Depending on the facts that were left out of your question there 
can be two answers ... yes and no. If you still had remaining days on the 
lease but chose to move out early, then yes, you have to pay for the remain- 
der of your lease even if you are no longer physically there. If you could 
not 
move in to your apartment due to property management's fault (the place 
was not ready for occupancy), then no, you are not obligated for the days 
that you could not live there. Your landlord should pro rate that month. If 
they have not informed you of this then ask them about it in writing and 
keep a copy of your letter. 
ASK OCL, I've recently heard of a "Ride" program that carpools JMU stu- 
dents to the University of Maryland at College Park. If this program 
exists, or if you know of any other similar programs, I would appreciate 
all the information you could provide. - R.J.L. 
There is a service called Home Ride that is available for students traveling to 
Richmond, Tidewater and Northern Virginia. The closest stop to College 
Park that we are aware of is the Vienna metro station. You can purchase tick- 
ets in the bookstore. There is also a ride board located in Warren next to the 
post office where you can post that you are in need of a ride to a specific 
destination. You can also check this board to 
Qff see who is traveling in your direction and 
I _, looking for someone to split gas in return for a 
^CampilS ride. 
Life 
Submit your question to OCL: Taylor Down Under, Taylor Hall room 112, Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-ocl@jmu.edu 
■i •  • 
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FIELD HOCKEY 
Senior Theresa Dinallo was 
named the Colonial Athletic Associ- 
ation field hockey Player of the 
Week. Dinallo scored the Dukes' 
first two goals on Saturday against 
Ohio State en route to a 4-2 win 
and on the next day netted two 
more goals and an assist in a 10-1 
trouncing of Ball State. 
Senior Whitney Diebolt has 
scored a goal or had an assist in 
every game for JMU this season. 
The Dukes currently hold a 4-1 
record, having won four straight 
games after a season-opening 
upset by Drexel. 
MEN'S GOLF 
Last weekend, JMU participated in 
the Navy Fall Invitational and fin- 
ished 10th out of 21 teams with a 
overall score of 301-294-595. 
JMU's top finishers were junior 
Chris Cope and sophomore Geoff 
Forcino, who tied for 27 with an 
overall score of 148. 
Freshman Jay Woodson placed 
33 with a 149. Senior Mike Good- 
en and junior David Lauer finished 
tied for 47 with an overall score of 
151. 
The Dukes will host their annual 
JMU Invitational this weekend at 
Lakeview golf course. 
We can't write about 
it if we don't know 
about it. 
Story idea? 
Call the Breeze 
Sports Desk 
X6709 
WeXan Fix It! 
I. Market Si 
Harnsonhurg. VA 2280! 
(540) 432-0280 
•We can repair All brands of bikes 
•Come in <& check out our Fall Specials 
•Close to campus-down the hill from Papa John's 
B M B S3 a 
with the skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the areas 
hest student safety record and most experienced instructors 
Tattoos & Piercings 
Shooo jour 
faaailu jeooels! 
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio 
HOURS: 
Tues - Thurs : 12 - 8pm 
Fri&Sat: 12 -10pm 
Piercings Wed - Sat 
Closed Sun & Mon 
Walk-ins Welcome 
433-5612 
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42 
One. day first jumps, and f 
a staff dedicated to 
keeping you and your 




LI (800) SKYDIVE 
complete information is on http://www^kycO veorange.com 
• 
fiat ^ 'Tctvetn 
g = gatti's = great pizza 
Lunch & dinner buffet: all you can eat pizza, 
pasta & salad 
I $6.00 for any medium regular, | 
I one-topping pizza plus 2 free i 
I cokes i 
I OR I 
1 $7.00 for any medium regular, I 
3-topping pizza plus 2 free   I 
cokes I 
(may or may not expire)     I 
I $8.00 for any large regular, one-1 
■ topping pizza plus 4 free cokes 
OR 
1 $9.00 for any large regular 3-' 
■ topping pizza plus 4 free cokes 
I     (may or may not expire)    i 
Free delivery • 433-0606 • Across from McDonalds & Hardees 
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Friday, September 15- 
Sunday, September 17 
Mystery Men 434-8777 »1 Court Square 
H»rt*ort)uig,VA?280l 
HOROSCOPES • 
Today's Birthday — Getting the home you want may not be easy, 
but it's not impossible either. A lucky break could be in your favor. 
Plan in September so you'll be at the right place at the right time in 
October. An older person pushes you to take action in December, but 
it's for your own good. Work at a job you know by heart in February, 
and qualify for more than you thought possible in April. A career 
move could increase your income around June. Friends let you know 
you're in the right place in July. Fine-tune the details in August. 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 
0 the most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) 
^^g-     Today is a 7 — You still 
i have too much on your 
' plate, but your energy 
level's improving. Now it 
looks like a challenge, instead of 
a horrible burden. Your sense of 
humor must be coming back. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
.  Today is a 5 — You may 
j(^L'v m ,,H' mood lor love, 
YWT'1llt tnere 1M1 ' ,mu' 
You've got the work you 
planned, plus somebody else's 
emergency. You'll find a way to 
satisfy everyone, but it could take 
longer than you'd hoped. 
Ik- 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is an 8 — You can 
accomplish just about 
anything if you play 
with the right team. You 
provide the planning and the 
motivation, and they'll provide 
the energy and a variety of skills. 
If you don't have a team, maybe 
you could hire one. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Today is a 5 — You 
\f ^J could do well financially 
■■ in the next few days by 
trying something differ- 
ent. This may not be easy since it 
means confronting something or 
somebody who's scary. It could 
be worth the bother, however. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
Today is a 7 — Your odds 
of success are better 
today, especially in love. 
Also make time for a lit- 
tle excursion. A jaunt with some- 
body you love would do you 
both a world of good. 
-\ 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Today is a 4 — Just 
■ when you thought 
i things would lighten up, 
you get a four! Well, it's 
due to financial difficulties. You 
will get past this tense phase; this 
weekend looks better. 
1 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
T Today is a 6 — If you're 
A A attracted to the passion- 
's    (» ate type, you could be in 
for a wild ride. If hang- 
ing over the edge makes you ner- 
vous, watch out. You may want 
to take your vehicle so you can 
get home on your own. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Today is a 6 — Your 
energy level's gone up, 
but it's more like nervous 
energy than the silent 
power you prefer. Actually, you 
may even have a bit of a buzz. 
Use it to get tons of work done. 
Ignore an opportunity to get jeal- 
ous. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 
21)—Today is a 7—Your 
%v- luck in love just 
S)fM7 improved considerably. 
" " A venture you attempted 
before could work this time. Don't 
do it while the supervisor's 
watching, however. You could 
lose more than you'd gain. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
Today is a 7 — 
Although you'd like to 
try something new, you 
may be stuck in a rut. 
Some sort of household chore 
could keep you from doing 
something that would be fun. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Today is an 8 — You're 
well-known for being an 
intellectual, but 
sometimes you spend so 
much time thinking about what 
might happen, you don't get 
started. Well, today's not going 
to be like that. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
Today is a 5 — If you 
choose words wisely, 
you could make a big 
sale, or you might get 
that raise or bonus you've been 
after. The other person wants to 
be sure they're getting the best 
for their money. 
fy 
—Tribune Media Services 
Thursday, September 14 
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:«!  Information 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Easy as  
4 Mr. Bartok 
8 Groom-to-be 
14 Surprising word 
15 Greek Cupid 
16 Remove shrink 
wrap 





24 Added years 
25 Tidal situation 
27 Hammerhead 
28 Skye hillside 
29 Wait on 




32 College in 
Poughkeepsie 
33 Gandhi's garb 
34 Enclosures 
35 Uke private 
school fashions 






43 Actress Teh 
44 Sleeper spy 
45 Misplace 





52 Donkey's call 
53 Put on the feed bag 
55 Harmony 
56 Muscular stiffness 
57 Collar 




1 Writer Burrows 
2 Drink packager 
3 Inner-ear spiral 
4 French topper 
5 Great Lake 
1 2 
3 1 
4 5 6 
' 1 
8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 
1/ 18 19 
■ 
23 
20 21 22 II 
24 J I 25 26 
27 VB?8 ■ 29 
30 31 32 
33 ■ 34 
35 36 37 ■ 30 ■ 39 40 41 
42 ■ 44 
45 ■ ■ 
r 49 50 L 1 51 
1 : 1 
54 
55 |56 E 58 1" 60 
6 Ernie or Vince 
7 Javelin 
8 Melted together 
9 Partial foot 
10 Lack of color 
11 Plants without 
stamens or pistils 
12 Kind of melon 
13 Looploopers 
21 Actor Silver 
22 Visualize 
23 Bonzo or Clyde 
of the movies 






34 By necessity 
35 " . Joey" 
36 Mob violence 
counter-measure 
37 Pith 
38 Letter-carrier's tote 
39 Olympic skater 
Brian 
Solutions To Last Issue's Puzzle: 
40 Nothing but 
headlmers 
41 Nodding response 
43 Guy's honey 
44 Large, extinct bird 
46 Ralph _ 
Emerson 
47 More of a 
wallflower 
49 Richard of "The 
Gigolo" 
50 Okinawa city 
51 Holds 
54 Diminish 
THE GRAPHICS STAFF 
call Ryan at x6749 
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3, 4, or 5 BR Units Available ■ 
Furnished or unfurnished. Rent 
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple 
Real Estate. Inc. 540-433-9576. 
Room for Rant ■ half mile from 
JMU. Call 280-8095 or 433-8861. 
Roommate Needed - for nice 2 
bedroom apartment near downtown. 
Mature, responsible, animal lover 
preferred. $240 plus half utilities. 
Call 564-1924. 
FOR SALE 
Homemade   Paper   Journal*  ■ 
giftwrap, frames & more! Gift & 
Thrift, 227 N. Main. 
Ethernet  Carda  from  $15 - 
cables from $5. Fat-Cat Computers, 
801-0681. 
IMac 233/32MB/S6K/24X Plua 
Standard Software - HP DeskJet 
697c; Imation SuperDisk drive. 
$850. o.b.o. Call 568-3319 or e 
mail mcgehejs9jmu.edu. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn Up to $500 Par Weak ■ 
assembling products at home. No 
experience. Info. 1-504-646-1700, 
Dept. VA-4806. 
Mix Radio Need* Part time Board 
Operator* - Apply in person at 130 
University Blvd. EOE 
Caen for Chrlatmaa - sell AVON 
and earn 50% profit. Connie, 
568-1842. 
Lifeguard - Needed for winter 
months. Lifeguard is needed to 
work Tuesday and Thursday from 
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. each week, 
$7.29 hourly. Deadline: 
Applications will be accepted until 
position is filled. In order to be 
considered for this position, you 
must submit a City of Harrisonburg 
Application form. Application forms 
may be obtained at the Virginia 
Employment Commission Office 
located behind Valley Mall or at the 
Department of Parks & Recreation 
Administrative Office, 305 South 
Dogwood Drive. Application forms 
may also be downloaded from our 
web site: www.ci.riamsonburg.va.us. 
A required supplemental form 
concerning aquatic, first aid, and 
CPR training may be obtained by 
calling the Parks & Recreation 
Department at 433-9168. Submit 
applications to: Aquatic Director, 
Department of Parks and Recreation, 
305 S. Dogwood Drive, Harrisonburg. 
VA 22801. An Equal Opportunity 
Employer. 
$1,500 Weakly Potential - mailing 
our circulars. Free information. Call 
202452-5901. 
Need Extra Cash? Writers wanted. 
Articles on sports, health, fitness, 
scholarships, student interests 
and disabilities. Pays $15 for 20O 
300 word articles upon acceptance. 
atticles@islarujoaks.eom 
Volunteer* Needed ■ If you have a 
car call Marty. 435-RIDE. 
Now Hiring - University Market, 
1320 Port Road. Apply in person. 
Part-time (FLEX) Resident 
Counselors - for adolescent male 
group home in Staunton, 25 
minutes from JMU. Excellent part 
time job for individuals seeking to 
make a positive difference in the 
lives of young men. $8.50/hour. 
Call 540-885-7576 for 
information. 
Aerobics Instructors Needed - 
Step and Cardio Kickboxing. 
Even/Body's Gym. 574-2496. 
Looking for Male Athletes - Ages 
1823 for 2001 calendar. Preferably 
soccer, football, lacrosse, or 
swimmers. Phone 540-984-9750 
between 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found: Beautiful Solid White 
SprfU/Sbepherd - young male dog 
(35-40 lb) with red collar. Found 
behind Valley Mall. Call SPCA to 
claim/adopt. 
Found: Small Sum of Money - on 
9/8/00. outside BW3. Call 568-7866. 
SERVICES 
Computer Repair - CampusNet 
cards, cables, installation. Quick 
response. Call 478-7242. 
Shenandoah    Bicycle    Co. 
downtown Harrisonburg, 437-9000. 
New and used, sales and service, 
rental bench available, group rides. 
Skydlvel Skydlva Virginia!, Inc. - 
Professional student skydiving 
instruction. Make your first jump in 
one day. For a professional 
brochure call 540-752-4570. 
www.skydive-virginia.com 
Fundraisers • for church groups, 
sororities, or any club! Connie, 
56&1842. 
NOTICE 
Ror more information and axsisianct 
regarding Ihe investigation of financing 
business opportunuics. contact 
the Belter Business Bureau, Inc. 
1-800-533-5SO1 
WEB LINKS 
Check Out The Breeze's New 
Web Site!    tvww.tnebreeze.org 
SPRING BREAK 
Early Spring Break Special*! Cancun 
& Jamaica from $389! Air, hotel, 
free meals! Award winning company! 
Group leaders free! Florida 
vacations, $129! 1-80O678-6386. 
spnngbreaktravel.com 
Wanted! Spring Breakaral 
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, & 
Jamaica. Call Sun Coast 
Vacations for a free brochure 
and ask how you can organize a 
small group and eat, travel free, & 
earn cash! Call 1-888777-4642 or e- 
mail sales@suncoasfvacafJons.com. 
Winter Break/Spring Break - 
Ski & beach trips on sale now! 
Go to www.sunchase.com or call 
1-800-SUNCHASE today! 
Early Specials! Spring Break 
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days, 
$279! Includes meals, parties! 
Awesome beaches, nightlife! 
Departs from Florida! Get group • 
go free! spnngbreaktravel.com 
1-80O67&6386. 
Spring Break 2001 - Hiring On 
Campus reps. Sell trips, earn cash, 
go free! Student Travel Services. 
America's #1 student tour operator. 
Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas. Europe, 
Florida. 1-800*48-4849. 
www.gospringbreak.com 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Jamaica. Cancun. Flonda. 
Barbados, Bahama*, and Padre 
Now Hiring Campus Reps 
Earn 2 Free Trips! 
Free Meals-Book by Nov 2nd 
Call for FREE info pack or visa us on-line 
wwwiunijjbihtounajm 
1-800-426-7710 
Spring Break! De!uxe hotels, reliable 
air, free food and parties! Cancun. 
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan & 
Florida. Travel free and earn cash! Do 
it on the Web! Go to StudentCity.com 
or call 800293-1443 for information. 
PERSONALS 
Loose Your Rear End? Visit 
Shenandoah Bicycle Co. downtown, 
437-9000. 
A Sexual Assault Survivors Group - 
is forming now. Start date is 
Monday, Sept. 18 from 6:30 p.m. - 
8:00 p.m. If interested in joining, 
please call Teresa. 568-2940, or 
e-mail hineyt/@jmu.edu by Sept. 15. 
Place a Classified Ad in 
The Breeze 
Come to the basement of 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
$2.50 for the first 10 words 
($2.00 for each additional 10) 
568-6127 
Do you need extra copies of i 
Breeze issue from last year? 
Back issues of The Breeze from the 
1999 - 2000 school year are now 
available in The Breeze office 
located in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
Office hours are 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
These issues will be recycled 
after September 25, 2000. 
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433-3111 
22 Terri Drive 
Port Rd I MM 
i\< 00 Each 
(No Limit) 
/,,.,.. -•    >■'::.-.>■  ,-:.-...       ■■','., 
Medium One Topping Pizza & a Coke 
Medium Three Topping Pizza 
Large One Topping Pizza 
X-Large Cheese Pizza 
15 pc. wings & 20oz Coke 
10 pc. wings & Breadsticks 
Two Salads & 10rder of Breadsticks 
(Additional Toppings only $1) 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle 





Add to your seaapCig 7 S \/a/i/e Mea/ 
f0 IMngs-$3.M Ga/f/c Cfteese Bread4l."   Large Salad-$2 
WdMedOne Topping-$4 2nd Large One Topping-$5 
2nd XL Cheese Pizza-$6 
For Leaders of Men... Discover 
Sigma Chi 
For Questions: Nick Fullenkamp 438-5862 
For Rush Info: www.JMU.edu/Fraternity/sigmachi 
Thurs, 9/14: Pizza 
At House 6-7:30 
Sun, 9/17: Go-Karts, 
Meet at House at 5:45 
Mon, 9/18: Cosmic Bowling 
Meet at House at 8:45 
. 
September 15, 2000 
mtunnel 
O www.steamtunnels.n 
PERSONALITY   PROFILE IlLl'Illl 
WWW.Sl4'.«llll   unit 
By Erin Dionne 
Ever wonder what it would be like to 
save the world? Ask Adam Werbach 
how it feels—he's saved part of it, 
anyway. Werbach, now 26, was elected pres- 
ident of the Sierra Club right after he grad- 
uated from college. In the two years he was 
president, he protected over 2 million acres 
of land, lowered the average age of the 
organization by a decade, and helped pass 
some of the strictest clean air standards in 
U.S. history. And then he stepped down 
from his post. "I was getting more and more 
frustrated with the Sierra Club—not with 
the good work we were doing, but at the 
pace of change." See what he's doing now 
at steamtunnels.net. 
Age: 26 
School: Brown University—majored in 
Political Science/Modern Culture and Media 
Home: San Francisco, CA. Lives with his cat, 
Icarus. 
Biggest achievements (media's version): 
Elected president of the Sierra Club at age 23 
Biggest achievement (family's version): 
Being an answer to a Jeopardy! question. 
Current job: Co-owns Act Now 
Productions with Todd Cold, former editori- 
al chief of People magazine 
TV Show: Hosts environmental news maga- 
zine "Thin Creen Line" on the Outdoor Life 
Network 
His web sites: smashregis.com, 
actnowproductions.com, thingreenline.com 
2 steamtunnels.net 
Book: Act Now, Apologize Later, published 
by HarperCollins. 
Collects: Pez dispensers 
Worst day at work: Fell asleep in front of 
vice president Al Core his first day as Sierra 
Club president 
Quote: "The best activism comes from 
inside people who do what really makes 
them happy." 
Lifelong activist: Cave out black snow- 
cones in high school to raise awareness of 
the risk of Alaska oil drilling; at 8 collected 
signatures for a petition to help unseat 
Secretary of the Interior James Watt. 
Grassroots organizing: Created the 
Brigade Verde, a grassroots effort to spread 
the environmental message via distributed 
videotapes of the "Thin Creen Line." 
"I was getting more frustrated 
with the Sierra Club-not with the 
good work we were doing, but at 
the pace of change." 
Musical talent: Former lead singer in a funk 
band called the Brown Derbies, plays guitar 
Emusic: Act Now partnered with 
Emusic.com and Care.org to create a down- 
loadable compilation album to benefit 
Kosovo relief efforts. 
TV censorship: When on ABC's "Politically 
Incorrect." was asked to cover up his Smash 
Regis T-shirt. 
His reaction: "You can curse Cod and 
state, but cross Regis and you've gone too 
far." • 
Get Involved 
Check out the online versions of these 
organizations and make a difference. 
Sierra Club 
sierraclub.org/takeaction—sign peti- 
tions supporting human rights, protect- 
ing wilderness and check out their 
Activist Toolkit for tips on letter writing. 
Brigade Verde 
thingreenline.com—click on "Brigade 
Verde" and sign up to start a discussion 
forum in your area. 
Care 
care.org—donate, send an e-postcard, 
and read about Care's worldwide efforts 
to raise living standards for all people. 
Corporate 
President & CEO-Robert Desmond 
Chief Operating O/Bcer-Joseph Freeman 
Chief Financial Officer-Peter Catalino 
Vice President of National Adveriising- 
Mark Businski 
MIS Direct or- David Stifter 
Office Manager-\esse Lee 
Editorial 
Editor-in-Chief-Robert Desmond 
Managing Editor-Keith Powers 
Creative Director-Audrey 8orowski 
Senior Editor-Erin Dionne 
Events Editor-Mo\\y Delano 
Production Coordinator-Thomas Webb 
Contributing Designers-\ason Fairchild. Sue Cell 
Contributing Writers -Michelle Aguilar, Adam 
Baldwin, Nini Diana, Melanie Farmer, Erica Feick, 
Cina Fraone, January Gill, Erin Hagedorn, Amanda 
Hill, Dan Johnson, Jason Lowenthal,Tamar Maor, 
Nick Montfort. Bob Mum. Mac Randall, Genevieve 
Robertson, Stacey Shackford, Julie Short. Michelle 
Silver, Jack Teems, John Walker. Karen Zierler 
National Advertising 
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Saul travels the southeastern US—as 
well as North and South Dakota—to 
maintain his territory for Steamtunnels. 
He works with schools such as South 
Dakota State University and Murray State 
University, selling ads and signing up new 
student newspapers to join the 
Steamtunnels team. A graduate of 
Mississippi State University's distance 
learning Broadcast Meteorology program, 
his hurricane belt territory provides him 
with ample research material. When in the 
Steamtunnels Boston office, Saul provides 
coffee and bagels for the staff. 
Graduated: Boston University 1998, 
Major: Public Relations 
Concentration: Meteorology 
Favorite Movie: Back to School (starring 
Rodney Dangerfield) 
Likes his coffee: with skim milk and sugar 
Quote: "Why are you trying to strike 
everybody out? Nobody likes strikeouts, 
they're boring, and besides that they're 
fascist." Kevin Costner in Bull Durham. 




Campus Representatiue for 
Oklahoma State Uniuersity 
H O Iarley, 22, was one of the first campus reps hired by Steamtunnels, 
and has continued to 
deliver great information for his fellow 
Oklahoma State students. Harley's a die- 
hard Democrat, obsessed with politics in 
general. He travels to the East Coast fre- 
quently and recently interned at the World 
Trade Center in New York for an e-com- 
merce forum. At Oklahoma State, he is a 
member of the Kappa Sig fraternity, writes 
for the paper, and squeezes in some roller 
blading and kayaking when he has time. 
Major: International Business and Political 
Science. Sixth year senior (he promises 
he's graduating in 2001, but we're hoping 
Harley will stick around—if only for 
Steamtunnels) 
Hometown: Muskogee, Oklahoma 
Future: An e-commerce lawyer, with a side 
career as a writer 
Uses the web for: Steamtunnels, 
Steamtunnels, Steamtunnels. Is there any 
other reason to get on the net? 
Haue fun! Earn cash! 
Steamtunnels is a weekly insert in your 
college newspaper. We are hiring campus 
representatives at each of our affiliate college 
newspapers to help us create local web sites. 
Campus reps will be paid a weekly 
retainer. Good writing, computing skills and 
an interest in campus events are a must. 
Reps will work 5-7 hours a week. 
Become part of a team of students 
across the country developing local web 
sites that serve college students. 
Sales Representatiues 
We're also hiring online sales associates. 
Sales reps will work on a commission basis, 
selling online ads to businesses that serve 
their colleges. 




Is your whole room covered in purple 
velvet? Does your idea of decor include 
bar mirrors and twinkly lights? Show us! 
Send Steamtunnels a picture of your deco- 
rated dorm and we'll award a prize to the 
coolest room out of all entries received 
by October 13, 2000. Email digital pic- 
tures to editor@steamtunnels.net or send 
them to Steamtunnels, 220 Boylston St, 
Ste. 302, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467. Each 
week we'll post our favorite entries on 
our site for you to check out. Click on 
steamtunnels.net for complete rules and 
submission guidelines. 
On the Couer 
Left: Julia Butterfly Hill. © Shaun Walker 
Right (top to bottom): Adam Werbach, © AP/Patsy 
Lynch; Sweatshop protests in New York City's 
Chinatown, © AP/Stuart Ramson. 
flctiuism on Campus 
Top 10 Activist Schools 
1) Duke 
No longer licenses its logo to manufacturers 
who operate sweatshops. 
2) Spelman College 
Student mentoring program in an Atlanta 
housing project. 
3) University of Texas, Austin 
5.000 students, led by the Rev. Jesse Jackson, 
protest a law prof's racist remarks. 
4) University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Students lead protest after Cov. Tommy 
Thompson appointed a campaign contributor 
to board of regents. 
5) Roxbury Community College 
jdents OCCUDV administrative office for 
demanding better basic supplies. 
6) College of the Atlantic 
College prohibits doing business with compa- 
nies that trade with Burma. 
7) James Madison 
Students volunteer in Appalachia. at an AIDS 
hospice, and in Uganda building houses. 
8) University of North Carolina 
Establishes a labor-standards task force and 
brings Nike CEO Phil Knight to the campus 
to hear student recommendations. 
9) Marquette 
2,400 students participate in the school's 
"Hunger Cleanup." 
10) Little Big Horn College 
Students design their own volunteer projects 
for the Crow reservation they grew up on. 
Source Rated by Mother (ones magaiine 
In next week's issue-. 
Steamtunnels personality profile: 
Olympic sprinter Marion Jones goes for a 
record five gold medals. 
Net addiction: Could you be a junkie? 
Hate groups: Recruiting online 
Affirmative action: Is it time for a 
change? 
Shopping online: You know the 
catalogs—now meet the web site 
Record reviews: New releases from 
Sixteen Horsepower and Fastball 
Web site feature review: Free long 
distance on the Internet 
Plus: dozens of web site reviews, boxes, 
stats, charts and more. 
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Rctiuism Online 
Changing the world without euer leauing the computer lab- 
Student actiuists recruit, organize, and carry out protests online. 
By Stacey Shackford 
In the '60s and '70s the issues that 
inspired students to take over build- 
ings, stage rallies and march down city 
streets were pretty clear-cut—end the war 
in Vietnam, desegregate schools, save the 
rainforests. 
These days it's complex issues like 
biogenetic engineering and the spread of 
globalism that are the catalysts for 
activism on campus—causes 
that aren't easily translated into 
a catchy chant. 
Student activists involved in 
everything from affirmative 
action to anti-sweatshop move- 
ments need to be grounded in profession- 
Students can download an actiuism guide, print out 
some chants, join a discussion group and start their 
own campus chapter of a national mouement. 
alism and be able to reach—and teach— 
both policymakers and the public. 
So how do they do it? How are stu- 
dents able to organize the 
massive national campaigns 
that have been sweeping the 
country lately? 
The same way they're 
able to send last-minute 
mother's day gifts and keep 
in touch with high school 
friends—the Internet. 
Students today have access to an 
arsenal of organizational and educational 
technology that was not available when 
their parents were burning flags, bras and 
draft cards. 
At recent World Trade Organization 
protests in Washington DC, students 
used cell phones, laptops and Palm Pilots 
to regroup and alert the press about 
their activities. Modern student activists 
have embraced the Internet as a tool for 
furthering their causes in variety of ways, 
such as recruiting supporters through 
the web or organizing a virtual training 
session in preparation for a big protest. 
Many activists learn their trade by 
attending workshops held by people who 
have made a business out of training 
activists. Among the organizations that 
offer trainings are: the Center for 
Environmental Citizenship (enviro 
citizen.org), the Sierra Student 
Coalition (ssc.org), Training for Change 
(trainingforchange.org), Student 
Environmental Action Coalition 
(seac.org), the Youth Action 
for Clobal justice (justact.org) 
and the Student Peace Action 
Network (peace-action.org). 
Simply by visiting a site 
devoted to their cause, students 
can download an activism guide, print out 
some chants, 
join a discus- 
sion group and 
start their own 
campus chap- 
ter of a nation- 
al movement like United Students Against 
Sweatshops. USAS' web site 
(umich.edu/~sole/usas) has 
organizing tools, protest 
chants, and "sweat-free car- 
ols"— "Jingle bells, jingle bells, 
jingle all the way, Sweatshop 
workers all deserve their 
Christmas bonus pay—HEY!" 
The Ruckus Society 
t      (ruckus.org) offers a different type of 
support—training manuals that teach 
you, among other things, "How to hang 
yourself from a billboard." 
In order to prepare to fight the power 
on all levels, however, it is advisable that 
you step back a bit and do some research 
before dangling yourself from a 50-foot 
billboard. While modern technology can- 
not take the place of good ole' experi- 
ence, it can put you in touch with many 
people who are happy to share their bat- 
tle stories. 
Old school activists like the War 
Resister's League have put some of their 
expertise online for up and coming revolu- 
tionaries. The War Resister's League's 
handbook for nonvio- 
lent action is available at 
its site, (pnand.org), and 
the New York City chapter 
of the National Lawyers 
Guild (actupny.org) has an 
online civil disobedience 
manual. 
Looking for a cause? Read 
Arianna Huffington's manifesto 
at overthrowthegov.com. It 
will definitely add fuel to your 
fire, and gives you the option of 
downloading 
handbills to 
distribute on campus 
to share your new- 
found purpose with 
everyone. • 
■ft 
If you're thinking of stirring 
things up on your campus, the 
following sites can also offer 
guidance and inspiration: 
eMovement for Democracy in 
ation. Its logo is   Corporate 
i, here we come!" The web site, 





their own action networks. 
jctive.com has an activism ne« 
; and online debates about a 
pty of topics. 
is a fun consumer 
^ivism site; its slogan: "People with a 
iEEF* and a web site." 
, the Center For Campus 
inizing, offers tons of advice I 
ting a movement off the ground 
3ur school. 
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Perfect for websurfing and email. Sign up for FREE Internet 
access, or use your current ISP. Ethernet connection and 56k 
modem included. Think NIC. It's the natural evolution of the 
computer revolution. 
To find out more, check out WWW.jhinknic.com or call toll-free 
1.877.WANTNIC, and be one of the first to own the NIC. 
THE      NEW      INTERNET 
COMPUTER      COMPANY 
1.877 WANTNIC 
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no TECH 
Batteries not Jnetudtfl needed 
By Nick Montfort 
Most gadgets are not environmen- 
tally friendly, to say the least. 
Everything that needs to be 
plugged in has to use electricity, and the 
innards of most computers and electronic 
devices are full of 
nasty chemi- 
cals. But some 
devices do 






tive is elbow 
grease. BayCen, a 
British company, 
offers some high- 
end devices that are 
driven by a hand 
crank. The products 
include a wind-up radio 
($100) and a wind-up flashlightm 
($75), both manufactured in 
South Africa. A minute of wind- 
ing provides about 40 minutes of 
radio listening time; about 30 sec- 
onds of winding earns four minutes on the 
flashlight. 
BayCen is working on a hand-powered 
GPS locator and a land mine detector (not 
for use in the home, by the way). 
Some devices combine radios and 
flashlights—for as little as $20. 
(Don't laugh. That one holds charge, 
obviously, and doesn't require direct sun- 
light to operate.) 
Info-Mate offers a feature-packed 
solar gadget, the versatile World Band 
Dynamo & Solar Radio. It can be pow- 
ered by sun, crank, internal batteries, or a 
car's cigarette lighter. Although costly 
($105), it tunes on 11 bands and can be 
used as a police scanner. 
Self-winding watches have been around 
since 1884. Today numerous watchmakers, 
including Tissot and Swatch, offer auto- 
quartz watches. These quartz watches, the 
only consumer gadgets powered by self- 
winding generators, employ a self-winding 
technique similar to that found in auto- 
matic watches. 
For a much heftier sum ($395) you 
can even power your laptop with solar 
panels, using the bulky but portable 
Sun Catcher Pro. The setup would 
certainly draw stares at the cof- 
feehouse, eclipsing the geek 
chic of even the 
snazziest 
PDA. 
"Some Suruiualist Gadgetry 
appeal, fitter Y2K, at least 
Cheap alternative-powered items can 
be found online, and solar and dynamo- 
powered genera- 
tors are for sale 
that will charge 
standard batter- 
ies. But surfing 
for these sorts of 
has a certain 
it's cheap." 
Aiwa has one (the Multi Purpose 
Radio) that can be powered either by 
crank or battery. The $60 unit has a digital 
clock, but that needs an AA battery. 
Remember solar calculators? They're 
still around, although they're harder to 
find nowadays. Solar energy has other 
uses, as SunMate's line of solar radios 
($40-$ 100) demonstrates. Some radio 
models include both shortwave and world 
bands, and one even sports a flashlight. 
devices has its pitfalls. Companies that 
sold survival gear were possibly the hard- 
est hit by the nothing that went down in 
January 2000, and many of their web sites 
are flimsy facades concealing a burnt-out 
corporate interior. Check for a recent web 
page update before keying in your credit 
card number. • 
For links to buy self-winding devices, go to 
steamtunnels.net. 
BayGen's wind-up shortwave radio sells for $ 125 and 




The main source for BayCen and 
Sunmate products, with an online store 
and lots of product photographs. Start 
here. 
Sunmate 
crystalbay.net/solarvillage is all solar 
all the time. Radios are just a few of the 
many devices available on this site. 
Aiwa Dynamo 
skingco.com/video_audio/2radio.htm 
No frills store that sells all those hand- 
some Aiwa windups. 
InfoMate World Band Dynamo & 
Solar Radio 
baproducts.com/sm837d.htm 
If this is the product you want, this is 
the place to buy it. 
Sun Catcher Pro 
powerexperts.com/solar/mercury.html 
We still aren't convinced that you need 
solar panels for your laptop, but if you 
do. the Sun Catcher is your shining 




The history of the quartz watch, and a 
timeline of self-winding watch develop- 
ment. Only if you're going to write a 
paper about watches. 
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SWEfiTlHG IT OUT 
Uniuersity Protests Focus on Sweatshop Labor. 
By Michelle Aguilar 
Less than 100 miles from the U.S. border, 
a 14-year-old girl in rural Juarez, Mexico 
walks alone past the bus stop at 1 am. 
She has just finished her 10-hour shift at an 
American-owned factory, where she labors in 
cramped conditions making clothing for 
export to the U.S. Although she's legally too 
young to work by both U.S. and Mexican law, 
the plant manager who hired her was more 
concerned with verifying she was not preg- 
nant than with checking her laughably fake 
work papers. She earns 40 cents a day— 
more than she would make in a Mexican- 
means of guaranteeing that companies 
providing schools with athletic and 
other collegiate apparel pay their work- 
ers a living wage. 
Their actions have inspired sit-ins, 
rallies, and campaigns across the coun- 
try at schools like UMass, Duke and 
Michigan. 
Regulating Sweatshops 
In 1998, the Clinton White House called 
for the formation of the Fair Labor 
Association (fairlabor.org), a coalition of 
manufacturers, consumer groups, labor, and 
Sweatshops are inextricably intertwined with the 
garment industry, a market that supplies thousands of 
colleges with T-shirts, baseball hats and other apparel. 
owned factory, but so little she can't afford 
the bus home. 
Back in the United States, a college fresh- 
man excited about her new school arrives in 
September and heads to the college store 
where she buys a sweatshirt, baseball cap 
and rugby shirt, all emblazoned with her col- 
lege's logo. 
What's the connection? As college stu- 
dents across the country are realizing, sweat- 
shop labor is alive and well in many parts of 
the world, and they are coming together to 
put an end to it. 
Campus Connections 
Sweatshops—factories where workers are 
forced to labor in unsafe and low paying 
jobs—are inextricably intertwined with the 
garment industry, a market that supplies 
thousands of colleges with T-shirts, baseball 
hats, and other apparel. 
The term sweatshop has become synony- 
mous with protests on campus, as students 
band together to force university administra- 




Thousands of garment 
workers gather in New 
York's Chinatown to 







manufacturing plants overseas. Almost 
immediately there was dissent within the 
FLA, as members failed to agree on how far 
the organization should go in terms of moni- 
toring foreign factories. 
"The FLA is the product of compromise 
among conflicting actors: human rights 
organizations, companies, the government 
agenda. It's a great idea in theory, but the 
certification process is so corporate heavy 
that I fear it may be more of a giant coverup 
label than anything else." said Amy Bann, a 
anti-sweatshop organizer at Virginia Tech. 
Bann and other FLA critics have charged 
the group with pandering to corporations by 
adopting lax regulatory rules that allow many 
major businesses to avoid inspection of over- 
seas plants for sweatshop conditions. 
The Second Wave of Protest 
In 1998 a group of students at the 
University of Michigan decided to take mat- 
ters into their own hands, and formed a 
group called United Students Against 
Sweatshops (umich.edu/~sole/usas). 
USAS' goal is to force universities to 
ensure that all clothing emblazoned with 
school logos be manufactured in non-sweat- 
shop conditions. In just two years, USAS has 
grown to nearly 200 chapters at schools 
throughout the nation. 
Last year a splinter group of the USAS— 
made up of all students—took the anti- 
sweatshop message one step further, and 
created a controversial new group called the 
Worker Rights Consortium 
(workersrights.org). 
The WRC instituted a 
strict system for inspect- 
ing and publicly disclosing conditions in fac- 
tories producing apparel for universities. 
The fledgling WRC has already drawn fire 
from major clothing corporations, including 
Nike, which claims that the WRC is too stri- 
dent in its regulations. 
To date, over 100 student groups at 56 
colleges and universities have signed on 
with the WRC, which requires member 
schools to adhere to a system of inspection 
and verification for all factories producing 
collegiate apparel. 
The anti-sweatshop movement has 
become one of the most popular causes on 
college campuses as students work to push 
university administrators to join the WRC or 
adopt codes of conduct of their own to 
ensure that all collegiate clothing is made 
under safe conditions and workers are paid a 
living wage. • 
To find out if your school belongs to one of 
the anti-sweatshop organizations mentioned 
in this article, go to steamtunnels.net. 
niKE US. the WRC 
The WRC and Nike 
CEO Phil Knight 
clashed in a highly 
publicized battle in 
April that resulted 
in a reported loss 
of millions of dol- 
lars for the University of Oregon, 
Knight's alma mater. Knight withdrew 
a $30 million donation from the 
school after the student body and 
administration voted to join the WRC. 
Knight said the WRC is misguided in 
its attempts to disclose substandard 
factory conditions and its living wage 
requirements are unrealistic—and 





After sitting in a giant reduiood for two years to 
protect it from loggers, the young actiuist talks 
about her future plans.    , 
By Melanie Farmer 
People always say actions speak louder 
than words. That was certainly the 
case for an ancient redwood named 
Luna, after a young woman from Arkansas 
spent two years of her life sitting in the tree 
to protect it from loggers. 
Julia Butterfly Hill didn't set out to 
become an environmental activist. But when 
she saw the California redwood giants up 
close for the first time, she had discovered 
her calling. 
"When I touched the ground, I felt like I was 
being electrocuted. Then a tidal waue of 
emotions came over me- because I was leauing 
the best friend and teacher I'ue euer had." 
Hill, who studied business at the 
University of Arkansas for two years, 'stum- 
bled" into the role with little knowledge 
about the forest-activist movement. "This is 
8  steamtunnels.net 
my work, but it's not about a career," Hill 
said in a recent phone interview. "A career is 
about making money. My life is about living 
a life of service." 
What started as an exploration into the 
forest activist movement evolved into a two- 
year-long tree-sit and a strenuous battle 
against Pacific Lumber & Co.. which had 
rights to cut down 1,000-year-old Luna. The 
lumber company did not sit passively around 
when Hill occupied the tree. At various times, 










off alarms and sirens to disrupt her sleep. 
Hill, now 26, braved moments of loneli- 
ness, destructive winters and near-death 
experiences on her tiny platform 18 stories 
above ground. While most 20-somethings 
were either wrapping up their bachelor's 
degree, partying with friends or trying to 
land that first lucrative job, Hill was facing 
unimaginable challenges. 
Though Hill had access to a pager, a cell 
phone and a radio most of the time, there 
were times when she wouldn't see a single 
person for weeks. 
"Her life was absolutely in danger," said 
Dana Stolizman, a friend and co-founder of 
the Circle of Life Foundation (circleoflife 
foundation.org), which Hill created while liv- 
ing in Luna. "If there's one thing (that kept 
Julia motivated), it's her deep spiritual con- 
nection with the redwoods." 
Hill, a daughter of a traveling evangel- 
ist, has been featured in numerous maga- 
zines and on radio promoting her recently 
published book, The Legacy of Luna 
(HarperSanFranciso, $25)—which she dic- 
tated into a tape recorder during the final 
months of the tree-sit. 
Hill's image has even reached the tech- 
advertisement world. Recently, wireless 
provider Omnisky (omnisky.com) used an ad 
with Hill's image—a woman sitting in a tree 
using a cell phone—without her permission. 
Hill responded with a lawsuit against the com- 
pany because she felt she was being exploited. 
The suit is pending, but Omnisky has already 
pulled the ad campaign. 
"They used my image to endorse a 
product, which I do not do." proclaimed 
Hill. "They used my image in a degrading 
way that under- 
mined the fact 
that I sacrificed 
2 years of my 
life for a cause I 
believe that's 
absolutely vital 
to our world." 
Hill stepped 
down from Luna 
on December 
18, 1999, victo- 
rious. A preser- 
vation agree- 
ment to protect 
Luna and create 
a 20-foot buffer' 
zone into perpetuity was documented. Luna 
is safe and will forever stand strong. 
"When I touched the ground, I literally 
felt like I was being electrocuted," said Hill. 
"Then, a tidal wave of emotions came over 
me—because I was leaving the best friend 
and the best teacher I've ever had. At the 
same time, I was ecstatic that we did it. It 
was quite a roller coaster." • 
JLC.ACY 
<" LUNA 
The story of Julia's 2-year tree 
sit is a great read: "Her life was 
absolutely in danger." 
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PDAs 
The lowdown on the latest 
must-haue technology. 
By Michelle Silver 
On any given Sunday, you might have a study 
meeting scheduled with classmates, a paper to write, 
a nap to fit in. You've got to remember to call home and 
also to return those videos. Making a to-do list would be 
smart—if you didn't keep writing them on napkins and throwing 
them away. What you need is a personal secretary, or barring 
that, a personal digital assistant (PDA). 
How PDAs Make Life Easier 
PDAs are small battery-run companions to desktop computers 
that are ideal for holding small amounts of information. Their pur- 
pose: to bring organization to your life. The most basic ones— 
some as small as a credit card—offer an appointment calendar, 
address book, memo lists and an email in-box. The beauty of PDAs 
is that you can just pop them in your backpack or pocket rather 
than lugging around the laptop. And later you can connect them to 
your desktop PC (using a serial cable) to transmit information back 
and forth. 
Size Definitely Matters 
With the credit-card size computers, there's no room for a key- 
board, so you'll have to type information into your desktop PC and 
transfer it. With palm-size computers (a little bigger than a stack of 
playing cards), you can punch in information by pressing buttons 
designed to bring up different features, or tap on graphics with a sty- 
lus pen. Most PDAs include handwriting recognition software, and give 
you the option of "writing" text with the pen, which can be painstaking 
to get used to. These tiny PDAs offer 1) alarms that remind you to do 
something (i.e. stop watching "Sex in the City" and start cramming) 
and 2) a way to hold a lot of info in a compact space. 
There are also larger handheld PDAs that range in size from a check- 
book to a small notebook computer. They offer more memory, a half- or 
full-size screen and keyboard, so you can work on spreadsheets and doc- 
uments, and browse the Internet. While you'll get more power and usabili- 
ty, you do lose the convenience 
of the small sizes. 
What It'll Set You Back 
PDAs can cost anywhere 
from $100 to $1,000. 
depending on size and what 
extras you are looking for. 
The more expensive ones may 
offer color screens, voice 
recording, more battery 
power and rechargeable bat- 
tery packs, Internet access 
(rather than just email) and 
so on. Most standard PDAs 
range between $200 to 
$500, depending on the 
amount of memory and size 
of the display. 
Steamtunnels digs... 
Palm tile ($149) 
If you're looking for a cheap way to organize, this is the 
device for you. You can't upgrade it, but you can store 6,000 
addresses, 5 years of appointments, 200 emails and 1,500 
to-dos. 
Palm V ($329) 
If you're looking for a stylin' PDA in addition to getting the 
basics, go for the sleek Palm V, which has a aluminum 
body and weighs just four ounces. Comes with recharge 
able batteries. 
Hewlett Packard Jornada S4S ($499) 
You'll get all the basic organizing tools you need, plus all the 
\ colors you can handle and Microsoft Reader (so you can down- 
load books from eBook sites). 
Casio Cassiopeia E-115 ($599) 
In addition to providing all the basics and being easy to use, 
the Cassiopeia can be used as an MP3 player so you can tune 
in your headphones and rock out while checking your calendar. 
Bonus Shopping Tips 
• Make sure the screen is bright and visible 
• Realize that the more features you add, the less battery life you get 
• Consider buying a carrying case so you don't lose your palm-size 
• A black-and-white screen (as opposed to color) will help you save on 
battery life 
• Make sure the one you buy allows you to use a password in case 
your PDA is stolen. • 
Your complete guide to shopping for PDAs can be 
found on steamtunnels.net 
JOBTRflR.com Index 
Average starting salary, and increase in the number of job postings 





in past year 
Accounting & Finance 





























Total increase in number of jobs: 26.9% 
Average starting salary: $36,199 
Job posting data extracted from a group of 
representative colleges and universities nationwide. 
Casio's Cassiopeia E-115 (S599) 
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ulsit steamtunnets.net for links to all these sites and more. 
SPECIAL 
FEATURE 
Click Here to Saue the 
Use the web to join activist movements around the 
By Wendy Marinaccio 
Hctivists and volunteers have discovered 
an easy way to organize themselves and 
distribute their information: the 
Internet. And now large charitable organiza- 
tions and grassroots efforts alike are round- 
ing up members and informing the public 
using the web. Learn about issues and causes 
you should get worked up about, find out 
how to help, who to call and even donate 
food or money with the click of a mouse. 
Co to People for the American Way 
(pfaw.org) to learn more about issues ranging 
from hate crimes to pushing prayer in schools. 
Its Activist Network shows you 
how to help—click on your 
state to find organizations and 
causes near you, with contact 
info. Sign up for newsletters 
monitoring censorship or the 
religious right, or utilize PFAW's 




human rights around the 
world. Read the group's report 
on human rights violations 
worldwide, check out the lat- 
est human rights news and get 
involved through the Act Now 
portion of the site. 
Activism is alive at 
Protest.net (protest.net), 
which lists the time and place 
of protests going on across 
the United States. Read news 
about protests around the 
world, link to the Activist Handbook and 
create your own Activist Calendar highlight- 
ing protests in your area. 
At The Multiracial Activist 
(muitiracial.com) you can read personal 
commentary, like one woman's experience 
being arrested while protesting against 
police brutality. The site also links to the lat- 
est articles around the country regarding 
race issues. 
Learn more about the effect of sanctions 
against Iraq, the death penalty, and colonial- 
ism of Puerto Rico at The Revolution Center 
Fr—Doni ion.com —— 
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(revolutioncenter.org). Trouble spots around 
the world, such as Northern Ireland, Iraq, and 
East Timor are highlighted. This site focuses 
on non-violent methods of change. 
Want to get involved but just can't pull 
yourself away from your computer? Care2.com 
lets you donate money with the click of a 
mouse. You can help save the rainforest at 
rainforest.care2.org (approximately 25 
square feet of rainforests are preserved with 
every click) or bigcats.care2.com. Enter the 
Race for the Rainforest to help buy a corridor 
between two preserves, paid for by advertisers. 
You can also read the latest news and 
learn about the environment or 
species preservation. 
There are several sites that let 
you donate money or food on the 
Internet by clicking a button; com- 
panies pay for what you donate in 
return for advertising on the site. 
Visit the Free Donation.com web 
site (freedonation.com) and click 
to donate to a cause, including 
AIDS, the environment, or home- 
lessness. On The Hunger Site 
(thehungersite.com) you can 
donate staple food to people in 
need. Click for the Cure to cancer 
at Eactivism (eactivism.com) to 
donate money to the American 
Cancer Society. 
Netaid (netaid.org) has rallied 
Net users to reduce third-world debt 
and address issues including the 
environment, world hunger and 
refugees. Now you can volunteer 
your time online by creating documents or 
other work that can be sent over the Internet. 
Click on Be an Online Volunteer to find out 
how you can help by creating a brochure, 
translating, or even writing short stories that 
can be used in African classrooms. 
Now you have no excuse—pick a 
favorite cause, hop on the Net and click to 
save the world. 
Go to steamtunnels.net to learn more about 
sites that promote activism, volunteerism and 
philanthropy. 
music 
Hits Daily Double 
hitsdailydouble.com 
This is the People magazine of the music indus- 
try: from gossip to wallet-breaking deals to new 
releases, the online version of Hits magazine has 
it all. The site has weekly "vibe-raters," new 
artists poised to leap onto the charts, complete 
with bios, audio and video clips. (And, of 
course, links for buying.) There are also tons of 
charts, including the top albums of the week 
and broadcast times, which lists when artists 
will perform on TV. The greatest feature is the 
Rumor Mill, a long list of whispers and innuen- 
does circulating the biz, chock full of little tid- 
bits like the fact that Lenny Kravitz recently 
dropped $25,000 for a shirt that Jimi Hendrix 
once wore. MDelono 
Hyperreal 
hyperreal.org 
Hyperreal.org is the ultimate destination for rave 
and underground music culture. Started in a 
closet at Stanford University, the site has grown 
to become a complete information source for 
music, culture, spiritual exploration, literature, 
graphical art, and global events relating to 
underground music. You can search for raves 
around the world via the events calendar, read 
up on tutorials for DJs, listen to music, find links 




It is a genre of music all to itself—college music. 
It encompasses and incorporates many different 
styles and types. Its artists are alternative, hip- 
hop, metal, rock, or could be placed into a myri- 
ad of other categories, but when taken on the 
whole, they fit best in one place—collegemu- 
sic.com is the link to that place. Registration for 
bands and fans, news features, insight, live col- 
lege radio, pictures, interviews are a few of the 
services they provide. While its main intent 
seems to be the promotion of lesser-known 
10 stedmtunnels.net 
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regional acts, there is ample content for national 
and name artists/bands. Collegemusic.com is 
designed to reach its niche, but remains open for 
all to enjoy. MDougherty 
Winamp 
winamp.com 
Winamp is the ultimate MP3 utility. Not only 
does it play MP3s, but it also has a complete 
host of bells and whistles, all for free. The player 
lias a built-in spectrum analyzer and oscillo- 
scope, displays complete track info such as 
artist, song title, sample rate, time, etc, and it 
docks together with other windows seamlessly. 
Most notable is the Winamp mini-browser that 
autoloads SHOUTcast stream homepages, allows 
easy purchases of audio CDs from Amazon, and 
displays biographies, pictures, and other artist 
Information via RollingStone.com. The various 
plug-ins and extras allow you to switch skins and 
even transform mp3s into wave files, which can 
be burned onto CDs and played in regular audio 
CD players. The only drawback is that Winamp is 




This site is exactly what the name says—cats 
getting scanned. The funniest parts of this site 
aren't the images of cats being squished onto 
scanners, but the pages of hate-mail sent to the 
site creator—Cliff Bleszinski. But even with all of 
the critics, this site has been mentioned in the 
Wall Street journal and has received a handful of 
Internet awards including one from the Centre 
for the Easily Amused. Despite the criticism, 
Bleszinski assures that no cats were harmed in 
the making of this site. AHill 
Disturbing Ructions 
disturbingauctions.com 
As the Internet allows capitalism to flow in ways 
that it never has before, it seems that items that 
had no marketability in the past are suddenly hot 
commodities. Why should you throw away the 
bric-a-brac scattered throughout your house 
when somebody somewhere will pay ten bucks for 
old pictures of grandma? And you will find old 
pictures of somebody's grandma at disturbin- 
gauctions.com, an online archive of the worst the 
web has to offer. While most of the items on dis- 
play in this museum of the absurd have been 
moved to their new homes, seeing what other 
surfers are buying legitimizes any purchase you 
could have made throughout your life. Unless 
you're the one who paid top dollar for that purse 
made out of a bull's scrotum. )Lowentha\ 
Driveways of the Rich and Famous 
driueujays.com 
The accompanying web site to a popular cable 
access television show, Driveways.com mocks our 
infatuation with the stars by interviewing those 
around them. No, not their cell-phone armed 
entourage, but their gardeners, cooks, and mail 
carriers. Hear firsthand how Antonio Banderas 
prefers his dry-cleaning, how much money Aaron 
Spelling tips for pizza, and which movie stars 
have the best candy on Halloween. Information is 
presented in a self-deprecating manner while 
maintaining the earnestness of an experienced 
anchorman. Driveways.com reveals that in many 
instances the only thing more serious than our 




Oh the Humanity 
ohthehumanity.com 
Great for kitschy (read really bad) movie-heads, 
this quirky site keeps its targeted audience busy 
for hours with info on the worst movies ever 
made, from Ed Wood extravaganzas to current 
releases. An abundance of chat, debate, and 
message board options allow you to share your 
opinions with others without revealing any per- 
sonal information. Funny, offbeat quizzes (e.g. 
the Barbarian or Monkey Quiz), and links to 
reel.com and movie reviews make it an easy-to- 
navigate best bet for most movie lovers. NDiana 
SfSite 
sfsite.com 
If you're the type that curls up with Blade 
Runner while the rest of your friends run off to 
see the next Meg Ryan film, you may find com- 
fort milling around this homepage for science fic- 
tion and fantasy. Browse through a mixture of 
book reviews, opinion pieces, author interviews 
and fiction excerpts, or link to other like-minded 
sites such as DragonSworn and the Dungeons 
and Dragons home page. If you're feeling isolat- 
ed in your world of phantoms, there's even a 
comprehensive list of links to author and fan 
tribute sites, SF conventions, TV and movies, 
magazines, e-zines and writer resources so you 
can hook up with others who share your love for 
the dark side. MCreenberg 
Traileruision 
Dot coming soon to a theater near you 
traileruision.com 
It's the best part of the movie, and no, I don't 
mean the gratuitous nudity. Celebrated by web 
designers and E! Entertainment News, the movie 
trailer is often more hyped than the movie it 
introduces and it is usually better constructed. 
And mocking those 60-second, spine-tingling 
big budget trailers, trailervision.com offers its 
own spin on pre-packaged big screen snippets. 
Sparing no one in its parody, Trailervision cre- 
ates and presents trailers like American Booty 
and Wimp Club. Unfortunately many of these 
fake trailer pres- 
ent vision of a 
movie more 
appealing than 






Homework sucks. It's hard enough to complete 
every task that has been assigned to you, let 
alone request additional work and responsibili- 
ties. Believe it or not, in the name of self- 
improvement, people do seek extra homework. At 
dailygrammar.com masochists from all walks of 
life sign up to be students again. Daily grammar 
lessons are emailed to students, to be completed 
by them at their own leisure. Quizzes are sent at 
the end of every week. A great tool that will help 
you recall important but forgotten high school 
lessons, and make your roommate feel obligated 
to slap you. JLowenthal 
Embark 
embark.com 
This is the warehouse for higher education. They 
offer recruiting and admission to hundreds of 
universities, online applications, student loans, 
student credit, student travel, info on graduate 
and international schools and online learning (all 
this merely scratches the surface). Their services 
are offered to students, parents, institutions, and 
product and service vendors—bringing every- 
thing together in one place. This site can help 
alleviate the hours of research and unending 
stress that comes with your education. The 
Internet at its finest. MDougherty 
Ule Want to Know... 
Ulhat causes do you care about? 
Go to steamtunuels.net and let us 
know. 
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